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These materials have not been evaluated in terms of
their crash reductibn potential. It is the position of the
NHTSA that any use of these or other educational-
materials /should be such that a proper evaluation of
their effectiveness can be made '
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You . . . Alcqliol and Drivi4, an instructional program, rwas developed by the
National Public Services Researoh;Institute under 'Contract .DOT-:4-S-5-01195 for the
National Highway Traffic Safe* 'Administration, The instructional program is desigrfed
for implementation in secondary schools. .

You . .. Alcohol andiOriving employs a student- centered approachlin order to
simulate the kind of iriterAtlicins youth experience when making decisions tO drink or
not .to drink The objective set forth for you! 41coh,p1 and DrivingWas to develop a i
usable and manageable instructional Program with potential.tor reducing you involve-,.,
ment in alcohol-related crashes; The instructional program consists of the following:

Student Manual A. bohk bf readings which serves as the primary source for stu-
kaents to acquire information on alcohol and problems from, alcohol use arid high-

.
way safety

Teacher GuideA manual for teacher use that provides background and adminis;
trative information on The program as well as guidance on resuirements, strategies,
and clocedures for conducting instructional activities The Guide is presented
through a set of administrative guidelines and instructional,guideline,s.

The instructional prc4-arq was designed for use at the'secondary level for the fol-
lowing reasons,

(1) existing schoil programs provide a delivery system capable of reaching the
majority of youth,

(2) alcohol edbcation cen be scheduled into the school at the age at which youth
engage in both drinking and driving, and

.4.

1(3)' sc`hirois can provide the atmosphere 'and resouroae anecessary to support wide
variety of educational epprciacTig desigired,td impact youth knowledges, at-

, titudes, and behaviors.

The preparation of You Alcohol and Drivigg,was primarily guided t:iy two Na-
tional Highway Traffic Safety Administration source documents They were

(1) Communication Strategies on Alcohol and Highway Safety (Volume II-High
School Youth) Grey Advertising, New York, New York (Final 'Report ender
Contract Ncr DOT-HS-474-1-096), February 1975
Communication Strategies contains basic data on youth drimking,and youth
drinking and driving Practices Its primary value was in providing information
on the characteristics and needs of youth for preparing instructional objectives
for the program.

(2) Finn,"P and Platt:Judith, Alcohol and Alcohol Safety (Volume I of II, Section
D on Content Literature) Abt. 'Associates, Inc ,. Cambridge, Massachusetts
(Final Report under Contract September 1972.Alcoho)
and'Alcohol Safety provided content resources and curriculum development
information that was helpful in preparing ther*ogram , .

The preparatkon You . . Alcohol and Driving Anvolvct several trials'of the pro-
gram in its development& stages and a pilot-test of the complete program Appreciation
is extended to the more than 200 yo6hg people who reviewedtlie materials, took tests,

'and participated in the pilot evaluation from Bethesda Chevy Chase High School, 135-
thesda, Maryland, Hammond High School, Alexandria, Virginia, Fabquier High School,
Fauquier County, Virginia, and Good Counsel HThool: Wheaton, Maryland

Hopefolly,Ippreciapon is shown by listing t e names, specialty areas, and
Lions of the following individuals who freely gave thei'r time and advice at various stages
during the Project

Ms Joan Broughton, Driver Education, Warrenton, Virginia .

Mr Robert Calvin, Corritulum Development, Highway Users Federation for Safety
and Mobility,
Mr Eugene Carney, Driver Education, Bethesda,Maryland

.. (cir
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11.1r. IFIarvey Cltarwater, Teacher Preparation, .Unive rsity. of ktaryland '..
Mr Owen Crabb, Driver Education, Maryland Department of Education

Dr. William Cushman, Driver Education, American Driver and Traffic Safety Edu-
cation Association (ADTSEA) ,
Dr. Maurice E Dennis, Teacher Preparation, Florida State UrliversitY

. Mr Lee N. Hames, Safety duOtiorl, Ameri,can Medical Association.
Dr Frederick D ,Harper, AICOhol EducatiOn, Howard Univerigy ,
Father William''Hultberg, Counseling Bishop of Ireton Righ School ,

d r ,Francis Kenel, Highway Safety, American At;tomobile Association
. Dr Gall,Milgram, Alcohol Education, Center of'Alcohol Studies,Rutgerst4Thiversity

, .

. Mr. William Nickey, Driver Education, Bethesda, Maryland

Mr Vince O'Brien, AlcOholism, Prihce Georges County Alcoholism Center, Mary-
. land ' /- ,,

Mr Michael O'D,ay, Youth, Bethesda Chevy Chase Righ School

Ms Jane Potter, Publications, National Institute on AlcoholAbuse arid Alcoholism
Mr Warren P Querlel, Cu rricu'ium DevelopMent, Illinois State University
Ms tmClaire Reiger, 4 Alcohol "Education;.0k.lahoma City Alcohol Safety Acjion
Program

0., ) 4
....

Mr Charles Sylvester, Youth, Ugiversity of Maryland' (/ ''I ,

Mr Sleven yyeiss, Youth, Bethesda Chevy-Chase High School
,.

k

Mr. tarry F Williams, Y uth, University-of Maryrand .
..... ./''Ms Lisa Zimmerman, Y uth7University of MarKland 4

Special acknowledgement is extended to Mr, Arthur lwanicl of Good Counsel
School, Wheaton, Maryland, who so dbly served ag'the pilot evaPition instructor. ,

Appreciatron 'fop extended to Mr, Gary T, Butler, Contract Techtircal Manager,
' and to Mr. George McDonald, Dr. Nevi' L Moore, Ms. Elaine B. Weinstein:Dr/James L.

Nichols; and D'r t,eRoy W Dunn, of the National Highway Traffic Safety AdminiStratio 5
for their guidance and assistance in the preparation of the instructional program.
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Administrative Gttidelines

. -

earcrr studies provide evidence that alcohol
as a major factor highway crashes. and' fatalities.
Young cifivers'coristitute a large portion of the alcobdl-
crash 'victims Drivers under the age of Aanty.flite are
reported to be overinyolved in, accidents and alcoh;l
related crashes (Goldstein, 1973) Youthful' drivers are,
more 4ikely to be involved-in drinking-driving accidents
than are adults, even when diffe in amounttype,
and time of driving are controlled ( ak et al, 1975)'
While' youthful drivers are ov'erinvol ed in drinking and
drivirfg accidents, thfy are equally overinvolvedinother
kinds of accidents In fact, the patte'rn of ,drinking and
driving accid'ents'arnong youthful drivers seems,to be a

joint functipa, of youthful driver accidents in general
and drinkihg-d.river accident (PreusseF;' et al, 1974)

One hypothesis set forth for youth, overintoliie-
4-ient in alcohol crashes is that youth are learning nevi4
tasks simultaneously td drink, to drive, and to drink
and,.c,Irive. Education programs designed specific fly to
help youth,at the onset of drinking and driYing appear
to have proniise The potential effecti*eness of youth
alcohol education rests with the program's capability
to eliminate information deficiencies.concernini the
effeCts of alcohol, krovide Vormation on the- prob-
lems associated with rinking and driving, arid to rho;
'ovate youth to separate the acts of drinking and driv-.

r.ing ,

'Purpose
' The purpose- in developing You Alcohol and
Driving was to provide a usable low-cost alcohol and
safe driving instructional program for implementation
in secondary schools The primary objective of the in-
structional prOgram is joreduce youth involvement in

.alcohol-retated crashes The instructional approaches
support this objective thro providing youth with in-
forroatitr that enables 6the to make responsible de
cisions about alcohol use,, drinking 'and driving, and
their relationships with others'who drink, and who drink
and drive.

Scope of Alcoh4Educaticin
In Order for alcohol educationtQbe effective, it has

_to be based orr'youth problems and characteristics that
) are amenable to change through instruction. The dia

gram, 'Alcoh,o1 Education, presents 'the view that the
'primary role of education is to improve kndwledge con-,.
cerning alcohol anp its effect upon driving. The dissern-.
ination of accurate 'information also has potential to in
fluence the yoCthful driver's'attRude toward drinking in
a way that will motivate acceptable behavior The more
direct route to attitude 'change, however, is through the
peer mechanism thet leads to youth's 'adoption of many
attitudes in the first. place The instructional program
presents information to overcome youth information der
ficiencies and provides for ,instructipoal situations' in
which 'students interact and examine their beliefs and

4

4

opinions that under,Lie their attitOdies about drinking,
.

and dr,inking and driving.

Drinking. and driving behavior that results as a func-
tion of personality development Is resistan,,t, to cilang,
and as such would ordinarily fail outside of the domain
of secondary school education. Personality factors-OWMg
to early parent and peer influences are more amenable
to modificatn through therapy and counsellinepro
grams. For these reasons, no effort is made in.the
structional program to influence drihking-driving be-
havior thrbugh modification of p'ersonality. .

Tfte overall instructional program- requires an vam-
'nation of the tali wing areas

Youth ;evolvement with,alcohol

Basic factors of intoxication and-how alcohol is
processedby the body

The effects of alciihOl on behavior ;,1

Responsible behavior in drinking-driving sittia-
egotions

Responsibility towards others in "drtnking situa-
tions

Responsibility towards others in drinking- driving
situations

The instructional program requires students tolex,
aniine drinking, and drinking and driving in terms of-
thir own 'behavior and decisions that affect them per-
sonally aeWell as their esponsibility towards their peers

drinklog, and drin ng-and-driving's4tuations The
atter is based on'guideli es on how to be a positive in-

,fluence over others in drinking situations

Instructional Materials I
This section describes the materials that are used for

instruction"' The materials include a Student Manual,
Teacher Guide and instructional aids

Materials form the basis for the instructional pro- .
gram with each piece of material designed to make a spe-
cific jontnbution to instructio6. The Student Manual
and Teather Guide are organized into eight'sequential
egments. Each segment in the Student Manual and
Teacher Guide Carries a common number and title.

it
STUDENt MANUAL

The Student Manual provides information necessary
far achieving the program knowledge objectives and con-
tains information that supports student acceptance of

, program attitude objectives an acquisition of perfor'm-'
ante objectives. The Manual alro contains activities for
students to, complete through independent study and
pro\ndes information on activities that take place in
class instructional sessions.

Manual `Readings

Eight student reidingstsupp-ort achievement of the
program's instructional ob tives' The title and a brief
description of eac eading follow

iii
al
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Information

6
Alcohol Education

. . -

Interaction'

Knowledges

Attitudes

parent and
Peer Personality,Early

Influenc9s.

.
, . --------...

Reading OneAlcohol and You
Reading One introduces thq instructional pro-

gram li provides an overvidw/on youth drinking
Patterns and requires youth to compare their local
drinking pattern with the youth national drinking
pattern The Reading also requires students to ex-
amine 'behavor of people in a drinking situation in
terms of the possible' pioblems associated with vari-
ous drinkingbehaviors. . .

Reading Two Alcohol and hvbxication
This Reading cover's how the body handl s al-

cohol'azd how behavior is affected at various Mood
alcohol concentration 'percentages. Basic fa on
absorption, distribution, oxidation, and elimination
are 'included. The concept orBlood Alcohol Con-

t centration (BAC) 'is introduced. Other information
. provided includes the comparison of .alcohol con-
tent in different types of clrinks and common fal

.lacittof sobering up

Reziding Three .-In Corftrol /
Students ire required to view themselves as

Part of the drinking situation end examine how
emotions, pliysical health and theik surroundings
influence behavior whileldrinking.

.... /

A
Ie.

Administrative Guidelines

Drinking-B.:Wing

J3ehavlb`t

Reading FdurDrinking Before DriVing ,

This Reading introduces students to the drink-
ing and driving portion of instruction. The effects
of alcohol on driving perforrpance are presented.
The individuarsresponsihulity to control and limit
drinking before driving is also coverall. Additionally,
motivational information on drinking ancj. alcohol
related crashes s included.

Reading FigDriving After Drinking
The primary intent of this Reading is to enable

the individual to separaie;drinking and driving or
- defer driving after drinking Motivation'al informa-

tion on the rlfsk of combining drinking and driving
is provided*

111111eading SixDrugs and Driving
Reading Six provides rrifiirmation on drug use

and the problems of combining drugs. Major empha-
sis is placed on the pgtential degrading effect of
drug use on driver performance.

Reading SevenDrinking by\Others
This Reading presents ii1;iforihation on the iTidi-

vidual's responsibility to others in drinking situa-
tions. *dents are asked fokxanitie how their be-

,.
\
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havior and, (Ai-inking. ttats,t infloeoce 'or encourage
others td rescionsibilities for
:rn.teraCttng$ Kvith. ott)ers+iin drinking situations,are
8uillInect;iSugletiba..5JFe preevidrid an how to help
CitherS aViVictipatio;reation Means of 'assisting anbirbk

%to-xicated person are also described

Reading Eight- Drinking and Driving by Others

'This Reading identifies the responsibilities an
individual ias in. preventing other, horn...drinking
and' driving The kind of nfluenqe that one can
exert as well as the need for advalice planning to

'prevent drinking and driving by

Manual Format
others is discOssed

The Student Manual is presented through a series
of Readings on alcohbl and, drinking and driving Av
common format is used for all readings in the Student
Manual The format include's a reading title, introduc-

',.,tion, information 'sect!" ad* sgnmary,, and study
'activitO section

TITLE

Titles apply to pvagram segnients Reading tales in
the Student Manual carry ,the same title as the korre-
sponding segment in the Teacher Guide Manual and

* Guide segments aPe also numbered from One through
. Eight A Manual reading and its, counterpart 'in the

Te /her Guide conStitutd an instructional Segment
Titles describe the content of the Segrffent (i e, Drink-
ing Before Driving) or indicate behavioral req-utrements
for the student (i e In ControC)-

!NTRODUCTION

Manual Readings contain an. unlabelled introduc-
ton The introduction_ itlenti major content areas
in the Reading and leads the s dent into,the 'first trin-

e

tent, area. The introduction als summarizes what stt
dents have learned in previous` gricents and identifies
the nelationshila between the contaKt of previous Read-
trigs and the current Reading

1NF MATION'SECTIO*1

is, section provides,a source for students to ac-
quire information on'alcohol and driving and permits
them to achieve eknowledge obje4ves as well as, ac-
quire iriformatirein support of performance and at
titude objectives.' The information section starts with
the first major heading in the Reading The section

, employs both narrative and graphic material' to pre-
sent information to students The stctron 'is based on
the premise that until students acquire .information,
they No liandicapped in their effort/10 apply, informa.
tion e in class sessions) or to behave a responsi-
ble manner e avoid drinking and driving)

Val

'WY

Contents The summary is- not labelled Each ectiog
summary outlines .technIques for students' to employ
in handling drinking 'situations, and drinking*and-cfriv-

.
ing situations. 'The summaries basically impose be-
havior requirements on the student4"Action summaries
are not appropriate for all re-ring content. SumMatiei
are provided for Readings Three through Six. Contents
of Readings Seven arld tight db pot lend themselves to
a separate actior summary ln these Readings; behavior
requiremeg,ts for handling drinkirig, and drinkingand-
driving situations are 'pretented throughout the inforMa-
tion se ction

I . "STUDY ACTIVITY' i '
, ..

Study activities are presented last in ,the Manuel
Readings Study, actorties include sell-test and problem-
solving material for-student use'The study activity S8C-

, 0.

ton requires students td- apply information' gained
thrdugb the information section iVf -the Reading prior to
engaging in class instruction Theltudy activit/asecti'ori
incline's two parts , .

a ,

- 'What YdU Can Do on Your Ownidentifies...Imre-
, ' pendent study activities Which allow students to

chetk their acquisition of Readin6anforrziation... .

What Y017 Can Do for Classes independ-
ent study activities which allow students to preplre
for dais sessions and become.l.familiar with material

,used in instructional l activities ,i .
Manual Development 411,

Since students are expected tp-acquire ormaion,
(r) their own, ,material' that contains information must

be of interest.to and readable by-the rnajority of the stu-,,/
dents Theefollgwing-Auided the-preparation of the -Stia!
dent Manual

'c
As Reference to "you," second perstm singul r, was

employed where possible in order fiat.,:spdents to
.feel the manual was "talking,' 3o them'

Short sentences were useds opp*ed to lengthy
involved sentences The use of/short sentences
permits infOrmatidn her reach studeyts
with low reading ability

Headings and subheadirrgs were, liberally used in
order to bring attention to' major. concepts, and
to assist the reader in his or her navigational
task, tlorough theYriateral

A conversa'tiortstylewas used where possible to
avoid the f6rmal charoacteniticsbf textbooks and
to cortvey to the student that both the informa-
tidn-arid its pres'entations are for them

lllustrativio Were used -to improve ,vilual appeal,
divide lengthy Passages; present information, and
to support major concepts

The major factor that gilded the preparation of the
Student Manual was its readability Thi Manual mil be'
used, especially if 'implerntnted 'in Driver Education,

ACTION SUMMARY

An action summary follows the information sec-
tion The action summary derives its name from its

s
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programs, with student groups having a wide range of
reading.skills 'The range of reading skills is greater at
the secondary school level than at lowertgrade leVels.
Therefore, the readability of the Manual was set at a
level- to meet the reading ability of the majority of
the students.liaterial prepared atthe 5.Q1 7th grade
level is appropriate for Most students with low reading
ability while, at the same time, it does not turn off the
more academically oriented studente Material Written
at a high school level (i.e , 10th) is too difficult for
many students while material below the 5th grade level,
owing to its elementaf style, is inappropriate and also
toowordy.

The- chart below contains the Manual readability
estimates The levels Ire based oil at least two samples
frorn each Reading.

Allanuaf Readihg Level,

Reeding.

One
Two.
Three,
Four
Five
Six -'4111

Seven
Eight

Overall Esetim ate

"Grade Level

7th
7th
'6th At,
7thl"

'lath
8th ,

7th
5th

7th

rieid

The fry Scale for determining readability was used to
derive the estimates While onehalf the reading estimates
are at the seventh grade level, overall estimate isat a
high siTth 'grade or low seventh grade level The grade
level estimate for Reading Six, Drugs and Driving, is at
the 84,22 grade level The estimate for Reading Six is

higheiRban, the other Readings because of theterminol-
/"ogy for the various drug classe t medical

and technical language "assa d with, drugs. The terms
are familiar enough tovbe re Ofnized bly most students'
with limited general re,edin ability Therefore, the

ifunctidnal reading level may not be as' high as the esti,
mate indicates

.TEACHEI4 GUIDE

The Teacher Guide is designed to detailed
guidance for ionducting effective class instruction
,rwanving student tea(ning in the instructional program.
The Wide provides information for course administra-
tion and for conducting instructional sessions. The ih-
structionai eortion ofstne contains eight segments

-which corr7spond to the Readings in the Student Man.
ual The eight segments of the Guide havd the same title
and number as the Readings in the Student Manual..

Teacher -Guide segrnentsare preiented thrpigh sections

1.3

Administrative Guidelines

that aid the instructor, in preparing for an conducting
instruction. Each segment pf the Teacher Guide in-
dudes a section on instructional Objectives, Rationale;
Instructional Overview, instructional'Activ!ty, and In-
structional Aids. ,

Instructional Objectives ,.
Performance, knowledge, and attitude objectives

are p vitled f. each segment in the Guide. These in.
structie r" are achievad through both class.
ipstr i es and through student use-of the
Stiide . pecittc outnictional objectives 'ate,
further identified under General Guidanc.4for each
Instructidnil Adtivrty. of the Teacher. Guide The ob-
jectives are repeated 'es part of the General Guidance
section to allow the teacher to qinckly grasp fie con-
tent of the instructional activity. -

"`"Bationalk.
The Rationale Section provides bac kground in-

formation., reasons for the approaches employed in
program segments, and research data on which segments
are based.

Instructional Overview'
T.ne Instruction* Overview contains a brief de-

*Infin11:;,Idf.:tnithodi,,.,,i,evalyetio,n procedures, and re:
*enitiiiiied. in l'itttl+ion. Thii'section along with

the" nitrdctional Objectives and 'Ration.* sections is
providedtosessist,teach'erS in planning and preparing; for
instruetiiir

MITI-409S
Instructional methods, such as problem-solving and

discussion,,, are employed in each .segment, Reasons for.
selecting methods and the instructional objectives the
methods suppdrt are brieflyidentified.

-EVALUATION
Materials and instructional activitiesihat can te

used, to 'evaluate' studiu acquisition of objectives are
identified. Acquisition of info?mation reqUired by

.\
knowledge objectives:trektermined through teacher ob-
servation and the use of two information tests. Accept-
ance of itteilide objectives is s-determined through teacher
subjetiiie evaluation of studeht, responses during in
structional activities. Specific instructional activities in
support of the attitudetobjectives are identified in this
section to facilitate instructor observation of student re
sponses. The knowledge tests are contained in Appendix
B and are d_ iscuised f011owing,the Teacher Guide presen-
tation. .

RESOURCES

This section identi key content resourcf :"These
resources co -r the t of instruction rather than
how to conaltAc nstructi n. Resources are provided on
alcohol, drugs, youth drinking ch%racteristics, and drink
ing and driving. Information on procuring the ramp.

,
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IS contained in Appendix C. Addition&lly, references
used in the 'preparation of the Instructional wogram are
identified ih Appendix C,

Instructional Activity

This section prov.icies guidance on hOw to conduct
each instructional aCtivity. It contains: (1) the activity
number and titles; and instructional approach, (21,tog-
dested' time allocation,' or instruction: (3) a brief de-
scriptiOn of instructional aids used hn ,the rhstructional
activity, (fl) general guidance for the instructor, and .(5)
teaching procedures for conducling each activity

AID DESCRIPTION
4 Instructional aids are identified and briefly de-

scribed Aids carry the same title as thehinstructional ac-
tivity Because a single aid may be used in more than one

segment of instruction, the aids are designated by Ro:
man. numerals and located in the back of the manual
The appropriate aid number for 'each part of the in-
structron is shown in the upperloutsrde coiner 'of each
page of the manual

.

GENERAL GUIDANCE

.The General Guidpnce section identifies the objec-
tivers, the instructional Activity supports and briefly out-
lines the instructional intent and methods employed
the instructional activity ,

TEACHING PROCEDURES

This sectur contains explicit teaching,procedures
and outlines the sequence of instruction for each ac-
tivity. -

INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS ','1").
t. Instructional aids were selected tb support require-
ments imposed by the learning task, For-the most part,
instructional aids ware used with problem-solving, re-
view. and discussion activities The aids include self-tests,
exercises, situational proble'ms, scenarios, and games
These aids are proigded through printed material. Often-
times an aid it contained in both the, Student Manual
arid Teacher Guide. op occasion, the teacher needs to
provide copies of a spebific aid to the class,

Additional factors in the selection of aids included
availability and cost. All required .aids are proVided as
part of the program Expensive media such as firms
were avoided, Films called for .in the program are op-
tional In each case, the instructional objectives can be
achieved 'with another aid, or through another activity,
Films, however, were not excluded from the program
on the basis of cost alone Any aid meeting the require-
ments

the
irnposed b the instructional objective 'was a

candidate for the progiam Problems of prOcurement
. and the colttenf of existing films were considered in

making the final decision to limit the use of films in the
program

-6

4.

Att

Nature'of Instruction
The instructional program emphasizes the role of

the learner in instruction. A student-centered approach;,
is employed in order tpincrease Ora probability of stu-
dents 5cting on information gained through the pro-

"gram. The student-centered approach holds
i

re-

spopsible for acquiring infomation, contsibutiri infor-
mation to other Class members, clarifying values through
discussion .and problem-sr:Jiving activities, and assisting
others in learning through providtpg information and re-
acting to information" and belief held, by others. The
approach requires interaction among clwrnates Interac-
tion among classmates appears essential,since peer in-
teraction is, a major, factor in influencing eirlriking be-
havior, and drinking and driving. A major objective of
instruction is for peers to help others mike responsible
decisions about drinking, and drinking and driving:

The use of a student-centered approach also seems
consistent with situations in which yout4i find them-
selves Youth will repeatedly be required to interact with

.others it making decisions about dripking, and drollking
-and driving

44,

INDEPENDENT STUDY r
.

Independent gA, serves as the prrmary means by'
which students acquire information The Student Man-
,ual is the primary source from which course informa-
tion is acquired. Independent study requirements
closely parallel classroom instruction The minimum
time requirement for independent study ranges from
10 - 30 minutes per Manual Reading. While independent
study requirements vary with each Reading, indepindent
study provides for the following:

Information in suppott zsegment objectives.
Activities to be completed on 'an individual basis
including self-test and problem-solving exercises
Information in support of ,classroom partici-
pation.

UseaPf independent study for acqwring information
has the following advantages:

Economy

Scheduled instructional time is reduced. It is far
Tore economical to allow students to acquire informa-
tion en their own Additionally, students can be held re-
sponsible for acquiring information when- a convenient
information source (e.g., Student Manual) is available,
Instruttional time available for alcohol and safe driving
is limited This time should not be' used for what stu-
dents are capable of doing withottt the benefit of clak
room instruction:

Self-Pacing

Studying independently, students flame more time,
than they could be offered in a class session Pr'Oviding
independent study material allows interested students to
spend additional time and permits allstudents to check

,

1 4 ,
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on their acquisition -of information through self -tests and
exercises,'

CLASSROOM INSTRUCilON
a

Classroom instruction provides an environment for
interaction among students and between students and
the teaoher, lend review and application of previously.ac-
quired information on drinking, and drinking and driving
to problem-solving yuations.

Owing to the student-centered approach and limited
instructional time, preseritation of information in the
classroom should be ,kept to a minimum level. The pri-
mary, fOrms of classroom activity include

Review - Students present answers based on their
independent study a discuss questions for
whith answers are un r

b (scusspn-Students apply information to the
clarification of attitudes, values, lid beliqfs
Role-Playing-8tuderrt apply reformation to
simulated real world drinking, and drinking and
driving situations

Prop /em- Solving Exercises-Students apply in-
forMation gained through independent study to
the solution of drinking and driving problems

Tests-Students are required to recall end ap-
ply information Obtaine through independent,
study 14'

.41

PROGRAM TESTS _- r
Tw sts are provided,for evaluating student acqui-

sition ofIngram in/oimation These tests are contained
in Aid I, inserted in the bacK part of the teacher guide -r
They consist ofthe following.

An Alcohol Test of 20 items This is recommended
for use following instruction in Segment 2 It rrieas`
ures_students' attainment of objectives related to
fundamental knowledge of alcohol; its use, and its
effects The test primarily covi{s 'Mona/ion from
Segment 2 objectives, the teacher, however, may
choose to give this test after Segment 3 instead to
allow additional application of information pre-
sented in Segment 2 before testing:

Two forms/(A and B) of a Final Test Each form
consists of 30 multiple-choice items The two forms
were developed concurrently and represent equally
difficult measures of information presented in Seg-
ments '1' through 7. (Segment 8 informkion does
noride d itself to measurement with objective test
iterfis The test forms can be used in two ways
feac rs can determine whether 'students indeed
gain formation through study of You . Alcohol
and riving by using the two test forms as pre-test
and .host -test measures Use of two test forms elim-
inates the likelihood that students' scores will in-

creasp solely through famjigetity with the test items

A second use of the two test formt is envisioned for

IP
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teacher% with several class sections who must pro-
vide different tests for different classes These tests
serve this purpose by providing assessment of stAi-
(Pent information with equ'ally difficult.and equally
representative test forms

Some teachers-may select only certain segments
from the instructional prograM Partial instruction of
You . Alcohol and Driving precludes the useipf an
entire-test However, appropriate items can be drawn
frorri. each form. A teacher using ,only the non - driving
segments, fqr example, may select test items from Seg-
me'nts-'1, 2, 3,'or 7 -

Program *Administration
You . Alcohol ands - Driving was designed to

achieve instructional -objec4ives based on youth drinking
characteristics, and youth drinkingand driving prob-
lenis The objectives are translated in,the learning en-
vironment through a Student Mant.tal and Teacher
Guide Acquisition of objectives takes place as a result
of student independent study and conducting instruc
tonal activities in a classroom set-twill In order to
achieve the insiructional objectives, experiences and
activities that support the objectives must be included
in the program, This is not to Imply that alternatives
can't

1
employed in achieving alcohol education ob-

jectives The statement does imply, however, that the

9 Alcohol Course Tests

Number of
Segment Form Item Number Items

1 A 0

B 10 1

2 A 2, 7, 12, 22, 5

27

B. 3, 13, 23, 28 4

3 A 5, 15, 30 3

B ' 5, 15, 30 3

4 A 1, 44,6, 9, 11, 12

14, 16, 19,21,
24, 26, 29

1 3 , 1, 4, 6, 9, 11, 12

1/4, 16, 19, 21,
26, 29

5 A 3, 10, 2g, 28 4

B 2, 8,-18, 25 4.

6 A B, 13, 18, 23 4

B 7, 12, 17, 22, 5

27

7 A- 17, 25 I 2

B 20 1'
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objectives can only/ be echieved through instructional
activities and experiehces designed to assist students in
achieving the objectives

,/ Twenty classroom instr.uctional, activities are pro-
viaed in the program, The instructional -activities relji-
in4 on film media are optional In this case, the objec-
tives can be achieved. through one of the- other insruc-
tional activities The. Student Manual contains nine in-,
dependent study activities- that provide for review and
advance class preparatiOn

Ln order 7to ipple,ent theestreictional program,
ours of class plus 'student independent study L-Sime

is needed Eight and one-fourth rhours accommodate 4.?
troducing the prograri1, instructional activities, optidn'ar
instructionar activities, and, program test administration
requirements If optional activities are not included,, in-
structional time-is reduce, by approximately one hour.
- A Suggested program Schedule for ten periods of

instruction' (8'/a hours),,isprotrlded on the next page
The suggested schedule is based on 50-minute instruc-
Irma! periods The program schedule should be.,appro-
priate for instrudtional periods ranging from 45 to 60
minutes in duration You Alcohol -and Driving can
be scheduled in 'classiperiods of 30 minutes or more
The suggested schedule identifies the teacher segment,,
class session requkements for each instructional ac
tivity, suggested .instructional time for each activity,
availability of instructional aids, and advanced student
preparation requir nts

STUDENT ASSIGNMIENTS

Student prepar ion r.equirementi are for specific
instructional activitie above and beyond reading the
Student Manual Whe a study assignment is indicated
on the schedule, the Issignrrient is for that specific ac-
tivity, but the actual assignment should be made in
advance of the scheduleod class period. A study assign-,
ment isignation also indicates that the instructional aid
is provided to the student as study material The assign:
ment cover( hat students cart, do on their own, and
what they can do for class

INSTRUCTIONAL SEDOENCE

In the suggested schedule, instructional activities
are presented sequentially for each segment in the
Teacher Guide However, in order to accommodate class
periods of different lengths, instructors can alter the
order of abtivities within a segment (orclass period) and,
for the most part, can change the activity sequehce
across segmend (or/grass periods) The major considera-
tion in altering the sequence is in irovtding student
advanced assignments so that the class is prepared to
participate in*,,thit instructional activity Schedule flexi-
bility is provided isn both length ofinstructional periods
and sequence* of activities However, it is inadvisable to
sift instructional,actiVituis across separate,glass period's

8

PROGRAM.DURATION

The overall program", length 'should provide.for stu-
dent independent, study time --(trash- programs of 2 to
3 days in duration should be avoided. The recornmended
program should span a .3-4 week period. A program of
this duration provides time for - student preparation and

'permits classes' to be scheduled frequently enough to
rnatntain student interest

Alternative Schedules
You . , Alcohol and ()riving can be implementearas

a separate "moi-course" or as part of a driver educatiOn
program. The sugafsted schedule identified earlier` is'ap-
propriate for these two applications. Segments of the
instructionalprogram can also' mplemented in non-
driving c6urses and in driver e cation courses with
limited instructional time.

NON-DRIVING COURSES

Seondary 'school courses in health,'physical educa
don, and social studies could employ selected segments
of the instructional program Segments 1, 2, 3, and 7
lend themselves to implemeritation in non-driving pro-
grams Implementation of these segments would require
21/2 3 hours of instructional time The 'segments and
appropriate aCtivities are depicted in the following
chart

. t

Segment

1 '
Alcohol and You

.
.

Non-Driving eoursek

v

Instructional Activity

1.2 Local Drinking
, Pattern

1.3 Drinking
Behavior

Suggested
Time -

20 minutes
-

30 minutes

2 :

Alcohol and
It toxication

.

2.1 Self-Test

2.iIntoxo

-

10 minutes

20 minutes

3
In Control

4.2 Beat The Clock
nDrinking Limits
3.4 Alcohol Plus.You

15 minutes

20 minutds

20 minutes

7

'Drinking By
Others

'7,..1_7-he Drinking ,

,1\ Scene
20 minutes

MINIMAL DRIVER EDUCATION RSES

Several driver education courses nly provide for 30
hours of classroom instruction Ttie allocation of 8 hours
of/Instruction to alcohol and safe driving,could be inad-
visable in these prOgrams The total driver safety objec-
tive df these delver edtication courses may best be served

11,
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Segment ,

vol

Suggested, Program Schedule
r

Suggested

Class Se!sion Requirements
Instructional

Time
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4

kir Student
Aids Assignment

1

Alcohol and You
Activity 1.1, Lecture., Program Overview

Pre-Course Test (Aid I)

Activity 1.2, Discussion. Local Drinking
Pattern

ACtivity 1.3, Discussion. Drinkig-13shayjor_

15 minutes

5g minutes

20 minutes

30 min utesC

Yes

Yes Yes.

Yes Yes

1 2

Alcohol and
Intoxication

C
Activity 2.1, Review. Self-Test
Activity 2.2, Problem-Solving lntoko
Test' Alcohol Test (Aid I)

10 minutes .

20 minutes

20 minutes

Yes

Yes

Yes

. Yes

.

3

In Control
Activity 3.1, Review Alcohol Test
,etctrtnty 3.2, Review Beat The Clock

Activity 3.3, Value Clarification Dnnking
Limrfs
Activity 3.4, Role-Play Alcohol Plus You

15 minutes

-15 minutes Yes Yes

20 minutes

20 minutes Yes

4`
Drinking' Before

,Driving

Activity 4.1, Review Self-Test

Activity 4.2, Problem-Solving Derision Point

Activity 4.3, Discussion and Protlem-Solvmg
Youth and Alcohol-Related Situations
Activity 4.4, Problem-Solving The Plan

(Optional

10 minutes

20 minutes

30 minutes

Yes

Yes

Yes

15 minutes Yes

de;

Yes.

Yes .

Driving After
Drinkmg

. Activity 5.1, Discussion DWI Laws

Activity 5.2, Problem-Solving and Discussion
DWI Game

Activity 5.3, Problem-Solving Drinking and.
Driving

10 mihutes

30 minutes

-10 minutes

Yes

Yes

Yes Yes,

'6
Drugs and Driving

Activity 6.1, Discussion Drug,Use, 30 minutes

.

7

Drinking by Others

'Actimity 7.1, Problem-Solving, The Drinking,
Scene

Activity 7.2, Discussion Drinking Games
(Optional P.

20 minutes 'Yes Yes'

15 minutes Yes

8.
Drinking and
Driving by Others

Activity 8.1, Problem-Solving: What's Your
Plan?

Activity 8.2, Review. Such A Beautiful Day
(Optional
Test Final Course Test (Aid I)

35 minutes Yes'

25 minutes ' Yes

25 minutes Yes

Wes

through the selection of segments from You . . . Alcohol
and Driving that are, limited to basic alcohol facts and
the individual's responsibility concerning drinking and
driving

While this approach is not
ternative to implementing the

recommended as an a l -
e n t i r e You . . Alcohol

TOTAL TIME: 8-1/4 hours

,

a.

and Driving program, it does' perht alcohol and safe
driving' instruction .to be provided in Driver education
courses of limited scope. Seghtents and instructional ac- .
tivities that can be employed in Minimal Driver Educa-
tion courses are identiced Blow. This implementation -
would require 3 - 31/2 hour.

-t
9
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Minimal Driver Education Courses .

Smelt"'
Segment Instructional Activity Time

2 . 2 1 Se I f.Feat 10 minutes,' Alcohol arid - 2.2 lntoxo
. 20 minutes.

Intoxication s
..# .

3 e`

In ContrOl

.

3.2 Beat the Clock",
373 Drinking Liniits
3.4 Alcohol Plus,You

. #_

15 minutes

20 minutes

20 minutes

4
Drinking Before
Driving

t

4.1 Self-Test .

4.2 Dem/on Point
4.3 Youth and

Alcohol Related
Situations .

N.

. 10minutes.,

20 minutes

.30 minutes

I
5 ,

Driving After
Drinking

,

,

,

5.1 DVW Laws
5.2 DWI Gimi
5.3 Drinking and

.

Driving .
.

10 minutes

30 minutes

10 minutes

.
.

Class Size.
The class size and ciessrOom space should acc9rti:

modate- the interactive nature of instruction. giumerou`
,` insfruckonal activities are supported through problem-
ssolvint:\games, and small group discussiops. While tie
progra couldle adapted for use with classes of over 30
students it is recommended ti,(at class enrollment be

lr

lirrited to

Teacher Requirements
The instructional program draws on the teacher's ca-

pability to conduct discOssions, problem-solving, mid re-
view activities. The methods require cation of a
wide range of teaching skills none of whi include tra-

` ditkonl Information-dispensingopproich s 6e.; films,
lectures) The instiuctor's role in You . . Alcoheri(ancl
Driving is to provide a structure in which' learhing can
take place. The teacher works as a "facilitator" who prd-. . prd-
vides resources and guides 'Mei instructional activities
without impostr1g v4ue judgments. This role is.especially
inif3ortant in a program which,,depends on ,tudent self.

-examination', expression of /beliefs, a9d, sharing of
.

24-30 students.

4-

4

4

The General Guidance_and Teaching Procedure sec-
tions for each instructional activity contained in the
Guide provide enough information for 'a qualified
teacher to conduct instruction. In fact, many teachers,
after becoming-laminar with the prograrh, will rely on
the Teacher Guide as a resource rather than as a teaching
manual ,

TEACHER PREPARATION

An extensive teacher preparation program. for
You . . Alcohol 4nd Driving is not envisioned. The basiC
competencies required for instruction include:

Ability _to manage learning through a student-
cen tered approach

familiarity with the sulYect matter of alcohol0'and, to a lesser degree,

Familiarfty .with alcohol' and safe driving prob-
lems

Familiarity
content

with driver edueetiOn .1:rroiqram

LESSON PREPARATION

Teacher preparation requirements have been mini
mized by providing loW-cost self- contained instructional
material for the progrim. Neither the teacher nor stu--
dents are required to procure basic resources to support
instruction. The Student Manual and Teacher Guide es-
sentially replace the numerous brochures, pamphlets,
booklets, films; and other aids that are typically pro-

-cured by the teachevr student to support instruction.
Lesson preparation -requirements, which are-not all

required in a single lesscln, include:

Making advanced assignments to the class
t Reviewing scheduled instructional activities fro

the Teacher Quide

Preparing. the classroom for instruction (e.g.,
formation "e chalkboard, room arranged
groups) .# vib
Procuring projection equipmeht

Making mull ple copies of tests and ome in-
, struction

n-

for

of Readin the Stutifrit Manual and co pleting the .
study a signments.

. Instructional aids, identified above, requieing multi-
ple copies for class use, are located in the tsb,ck part of
the Teacher Guide

I
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Ugment Actiiity

. Aid

ti

Title; Alcohol en'd You
A

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

Performance Objectives

The Student Must.
, / '

1 Resist pressure to drink -
- In additi to the stated instructional objectives,

-2. Avoid attending events at which drinking is, re- Segment 1 is signed to capture the students: interest
i quire;. ;, for the program, and set a tone of."Openness'''"for the.. 1

Koowl'edge Objectives entire course The instructional` program relies heatrly
on student interaction and is designed, O elicit students'The Student Must Know

A- feelings and beliefs about dlinktrig and nom:kinking lae-1. ' Youth drinking patterns (national/local).
havior,land drinking and driving problems.

.
, a Where when, why, and how rrtch dunking takes i

, .
, -8,-

)place i - INSTRUCTIONAL OVERVIEW
b Similarities and differences between' youth acid

adult drinkingpatterns ,

2 Reasons why some people choose to drink' and some
. -

') do not
3 The magnitude of youth problerri drinking.

a Definition of pr6blem drinking
.

b Signs of pmblemdrinking .

c Kinds of problems resulting from excessive . in order to e
evalthe .drinking problem in lotality and student

havior, stu
prove one's image and believe the decision to refrain-

Attitude Objectives .

1

1

ti

,

safety, students must be aware of avid understand their
involvement' with alcOlzol 'before the pspect of-driving
is considered It is impOreant, therefore, to limit" dis-
cussions on drinking driving behavior at this point in
the instrucponal program,

MethOs

All instructional activities are student-tenteired Stu-
dents are expected to stipply information bn local
drinking patterns, express their reasons for drinking, and
evaluate' drinking - related behavior. Inslructional rneth-
ods mclude biscusston, prOblem-solving, and value
clarification, The instructional methods were anted

has$A the attitude objectives. Throu'gh a

tion of nondrinking and drinkingbe-
nts should realize that drinking doestiotlm-

drinking
d Nature of

school

The Student Must'

1 Believe that alcdhol does not help 6. reach goals or
improve one'stmage.

2 Believe tlie decision to refraip from oilimit drink-.
ing Is more impt5rtagt than social acceptability

RATIONALE

Segment 1 int{oduces the You .. Alcohol and
Driving instructional. progtani. Its content includes
youth drinking patterns, reasons for drinking andnot
drinking, and youth problern-drinking. This content was-
selected in order to.begin instruction-with topics familiar
to the student The instructional activities are designed
to stimulate student,thinking about alcohol-related be-
havior and sioden-t involvement with alcohol inforrna-
tiontepicting.youth involvement with alcohol is.covered
(national and Itcaf)

A

Although the primary abject of the I tractional
program, is youth and alcohol in relate to highway

12

from or lirriit drinking is more important than social
acceptability,' , -

Evaluation

Studer4 attainment of iniormatioo on youth drink-
ing p,atterns and the magnitude of the youth drinking
problem is evaluated through'a written testgiven upon
completion crf Segment 2 Activity 1 3, Drinking Be-
havior, provides the best opportunity fga obseryinfg in-'
dicators of'student acceptance of the attitude objectives

1Suggested Teacher Resources

1. Comm unication Strategies on Aftohol and Highway
Safety, (Volume IIHigh School Youth), Grey Ad-

' vertising, New York, New York (Final Report under
Contract No DOT-HS074-1-096). Februarysii 975.

2 P. and Platt, Judith, Alcohol and Alcohol
Safety (Volume I of IISec,tion D on Content Lifer-

. ature) Abt Associatenc , Cambridge, Massachu-
setts (Final. Report under ContraFt No DOT-H5:
860-705), September 1972
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Instrucrtional Activity 1,1
Approach Lecture
Suggested Time 15 minutes

t.

-Title: Program Overview

Aid Description, .,

. Selected aids from the program can be used as
examples (Aid II, Drinking Behavior; Aid III, Intoxo,
and Aid IV, DWI .Same).. -

General Guidance

The purpose of the Program Overview is to'provide
students wits an indication of the purpose, Content, and

, nature of the instructional 'pro am The requ'irements
f2r independeett study and adminispative requirements
should be discussed

Purpose -The' presentation of program objectives
,should include the -responsible use Of alcohol, re-
sponsible decision-making concerning drinking and
driving, and an individual's responsibility to others
in drinking,and drinking and driving srtuations,

Content-The ReacTings in the Student Manual
should be identified and a brief descrrptron of each
shoblc1 be'presented

. Nature-Major kinds of Class activities including dis-
cussion,rcrle-playing, problem solving, and the use
of games should be identified

t.Independent Study-The role of independent 'study
7

as a means bf obtaining information should be ex-
plained The student should understand that cuss
sessions will be used to tscuss arfld apply informa-
tion rather -than to gain new information In order
for them to be able participate in class, they
must complete the Rea a-1gs and activities contained
in the Student Manual 'before the scheduled class*,
session

Administrative Requirements-Instryctor and school
requirements. such as attendance, schedules, and
grading should be identified

,Teaching Procedures

`1 Dstribute Student Manuals

2 Explain the purpose of the prografh t

3 Have -,students turn to each Reading in the Student
Manual and briefly explain the content of each

4 Explain the need for students to participate in class
discussion: thing aids from the Teacher Guide, pro-
vide examples of other class activities

5 Nave students open their Manuals to a .-What You
Can Do on Your OWn" section. Explain that this
section*(1) helps them to see if they understand the

4

.

6-1f

r

It

Instructional Guidelines .

Segment Activiti:-
1.1

IV

IP

information from the Reading, (2) helps ,thern pre-
'pare for clam and.(3) in some casts, will be used in'

_I a class activity.

6 Explain that the section, "What You Can Do For
Class," is first used in independent study and should
be completed as a study assignmint beforeqt isused
in an instructional ac'tivity' in a class session

.1"

13
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Segment - .Activity
1.2

Aid

V

Title: Local Drinking Pattern 1

Aid Dentiptibr
Aid V provides categories for recording student

survey information on local drinking patterns'

General Guidance

Thiyftscussion bridges the information gap between
the national youth drinking pattern presented in Read-
ing One and local yoUth drinking exper'iences. The (Its,
cussion supports. ,

Know /edge ObjectivesThe student must know
youth drinking patterns (national and local) and
the reasons why, some people choose to drink and
-some do not .4
The discussion is based on a student independent

study assignment to interview at least five young people,
The students use Aid V, Local Drinking Pattern; to
recdrd their survey results The aid is providedin Read-.
ing One for student use

Teaching Procedures

1 Identify the topic area and define the structure for
the discussion, Local DrinkIng Pattern.

2 Ask for students,to grovide their interview informs -'
tion

3 Tally the'students' ;omments on youth drinking
patterns (teacher or student serves as recorder).

4 When students finish providing infamatio n, total
the responses for etch category

I An

5 Call pn students to provide a summary of local
youth drinking and compare the local drinking
pattern with Liformation on Ole national drinking
pattern contained inReadingfine,

6 Call on students to discuss the reasons you
fled in, their survey gave for drinkind or no drink-
ing .

7 Ask .students to contrast the reasons ,youth drink
with-the reasons why adults drink

14
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Instructional Activity 1.2
,approach: Discussion
Suggested Time: 20 minutes

4
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Instructional Activity 1.3
Approach: Discussion
Suggested Time: 30 minutes

.41

Title: Drinking Behavior
1.. _

Aid Description

Aid II presents character an a drinking situation for
studerrs to evaluate. A Character Analysis based on
Drinking Behavior is als,o provided for teacher use.

-;... .
General Guidance

Drinking Behavior prbvides for 'a guided experience
in value clarification"Do I want to be the kind of per-
son I become when I drink?" It supports. 4

Performance ObjectivesThe student, must resist
pressure to drink and avoid attending events at
which drinking is required. 1 -
Attitude ObjectivesThe student must believe thatalalcohol do not help to reach goals or improve
one's im 4nd-that the decision to refrain from or
limit 'drinking is more important than social ac-
ceptability ,

Co
Thrpugh this discussion, students evaluate drinking

beha-vior of young people in a social setting. The focus
of the evaluation Is on each student's perception of the
behaviors in Ole drinking situation. .

.,,,,,,
The activity is based on 'Drinking Behavior, a sce-.

nario which provides a common social setting inewhich
people assume various drinker and non-drinker Toles.
Drinking Behavior is contained in Reading One for stu
dent use in in ndent study However, some class time
should be prow for student review-of the Characters.

Individual students are to select a character they are
like or would lilfe to be. Discussion groups are formed
on the basis of characters selected. The purpose of the
group discussion is to compile a list of problems that
selected characters may face in the future because of
drinking behavior - If necessary, the teacher Can use the
Character Analysis from Aid Il to help students select a
character.

Teaching Procedures .

1. Ask students to open their Manuals to "What You
Can Do For Class," Dririking Beavior.

r 2. , Explain and clarify the instructional activity. to
. include I

a. Each student selects a character they are like, or
. would like to be (all students are to select one

character) ,
)

b1 Selected students explain their reasons for chpos-
ing a particular character.

c Discussion groups are formed

6.

7

InstrUclional Guidelines

Segment

1

AciivIty
1.3

Aid

d. Groups drebuss their selected characters and pre-
pare a list of problems "their" character may
face in the future because of Orinkingebehavior.

e. At the end of the discussion period, one student
from each .group presents the group "problem
list" tc.ihe class. -

Present Drinking Behavior to the class.

Record each'student's selected character:

Ask for two or three volunteers to explain Why they
chose a particular character.

Divide the class into small groups foi the character
problem identification session.

,P011owing the discussion period, have the group
leaders ptesent their list of character problems to
the class, ,

.

..;
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Instruction') Guidelines

.

Simment

2'
Activity

Aid

a

Title: Alcohol and'hitoxidation

INSTRUCTIONACOBJECTIVES

Performance Objectives,

The Student Must
Control the -rate alcohol consumption in order to

my,

avoid high Bloo lcohal Concentrations

Knowledge Objectives,
<,

The Student Must Know:

1 Basic concepts of absorption, distritiThtn, oxida-
tion, and elimination.

2 Relationship between various. amounts of alcohol
and intoxication.
a Concept of Blood Alcohol Concentration (SAC).
b Alcoholic content per volume of different bev-

erages.

Effect of number of drinks and kind of alco-
holic beverage on levels of BAC
Effect of time on both intoxicaucrn and oxi-
c3ation

Effects of various amounts or alcohol on be
havior.

d Fallacies associated With sobering up
4

c

Attitude Objectives

The Student Must

Believe that no one is immune to the effects of
alcohol.,

RATIONALE

A primary reason for drinking is the effect alcohol
has on the drinker Students are aware of some behav-
torel and physical changes attributed, to alcohol.con-
sumoion. To ensure that their assumptions are based on
reasonable evidence,' Teacher Two reinforces the basic
concepts presented in Readirig Twa on how the bddy
handles alcohol. Segment 2 covers the relationships be-
tween various amounts of alcohol and the process of in-
toxica_Considerable emphasis is placed on .the
effect of alcohol on behavior and on the concept of
)rod Alcohol Concentration: This information is

strased because research studies indicate that students
have knowledge deficiendies related to the concept of
Blood 'Alcohol Concentration (BAC)e the intoxicating
potential of various kinds of drinks, and means for
sobering up. The information on amounts of alcohol
and alcohol's effects on the drinker from Segment 2

16
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Provide the fouhdation for student achievement of the
instructiorte objectives during the remainderof the in-

, structiqnal program.

INSTRUCTIONAL-OVERVIEW

Metholp
Instructional method's include reinforcement and

.application. of information through review -and problem
solving activities. The methods require participation on'
the part of all students. Student participation is pri-
manly at hieved thtough Activity 2.2, Intoxo.

Evaluation

The content of Segmerrt 2 is especially important
in achieving knowledge and attitude-objectives in the re-
mainder of the binstruCttonal program: Therefore, ad-
ministration of the Alcoher Test covering Segments 1
and 2 is rem-AO-ended to assure that students hate a
firm understanding of basic. alcohol facts. The Alcohol
Test is contained, in Aid I. Activity 2.2, Intoxo, also
provides a means of determining student acquisition of
information relative to the knowledge objectives in
Segment 2.

Suggested Teacher,Resources

Communication Strategies on Alcohol and Highway
Safety, (Volume II High School Youth), Grey Ad-
vertising, New York, New York .(Final Report under
Contract No. DOT-HS-074-Y-096), Feb?iry 1975.

7 t:,`"
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-Instructional Activity 2.1
Approach Review
Suggested Time: 5-10 minutes

,

Title: Self -Test

'Aid Description

Aid VI is a student Self-test on the information
contained in heading Two. Answers are provided.

General Guidance

This review supports all knowledge objectives. In ad-
ditiorl, the Self-rest plays two important roles: (1) as
an independent study assignment, et permits students to
check their understanding of information presented in
Reading Two, .and (2) as a class activity, it serves as a'
review. of information prior to Activity 2.2, Intoxo, and
before administration of the Alcohol Test.

This activity should proceed fairly quickly since
.students 'are provided answers to the Self-Tespn Read-
ing' Two. The review can be limited to questions and
corresponding answers which- the students do not
understand.

Teaching Procedures

1 ' Jdentify the If-Test review and ask students to
turn to the Self-Test in Reading Two

2 Request that students indicate the questions and
answers which they do not understand. Any mis-
conceptions should be clarified by either the teacher

Ir or othestudents

(-)
P

p

hitt cti *nal Guidelines

Segment

. .
II

,1

4 Activity
. -2.1

Aid

VI

I
I

I
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I nstrtictiOnal Guidelines

Segment Activity
2.2

Aid
III,

Title: Intoxo

inud;IDescription

Aid HI, Intoxo, consists of game cards41e4nroico
questions' and *answers. .The intokrz questions and an-

.k are provided* in the .aid, section. irponedietely 'for-
lowing the Teaching Procedures. Copies of diffel-ent
dame cards for class use are provided ,,, Aid

General-Guidance
. iThe game, Intoxo, supports the perforrnarice ob-

jectrve the student must control the rate of alcohol
consumption in ord to avoid high Blood AlcohoMon-
centrattons It also supports all knowledge objectives

Intoxo is'played in the. same manner as Bingo, with
the teacher calling out questions contained in Aid III,
and the students responding by writing the question
number on the square cpntaining the correct answer.
The game terminates when a student has five answers
in..a row, whether they move across, down or diagonally.
The student's, game card must tae checked to see if the
responses are all correct When the Intoxo game is corn-
pleted, a discussion of the questions used In the game

,should follow .

Intoxo providesior student application..of Informa-
tion and serves as a means of assessing student attain-
ment of information. Knowledge areas include the ef-
fects of alcohol' on behtar the concept of BAC, and
factors influencing'ntoxi n.

Teaching Procedures

1 Provide a game card to each student (six versions are.
available

2. Explain the rules for play.

,3 Begin 'by ,randomly asking Intoxo questions. Each
mustust be preceded by identification of the

question- number. Have students- write the question
number on their. cards on the square that 'contains
the correct answer ,(check off each question a% it is
asked in order to check the "winner's" card).

4. Continue to ask questions in a random order

5 Continue the game -until one of ;the 'studerfts has
idled a' row on his Intoxo card and calls out "In-
toxo." Check the "winner's" card (the student
quickly' calls each answer and question number)
Affirm each answer and repeat the question asked
(this assures thaOtudents are not allowed to win by

.9"

1

4

46% r'-`,

Instructional ActivityQ.2
'Approach. Problem-Solving ,.
Suggested Time: 20 minutes

.identifxing the correct ansvvers fox' he "Wrong"
questions):, '/

6. Ask students to, erase the .numbe On their Intoxo
cards and exchaqge garde cer with another stu-

.

dent' /
7 , Continue the ,game to allow all questions to be

asked and to ensure multiple winners (questions
may' be asked more than ce and questions missed
should be repeated)!

8. After 1ntoxo'has been play a few times, ask each
question to %How the students to discuss the correct
answers

2

I
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Titief'in Control
*

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

Performance ,Objectives

The Student Must:

Remain below a level of intoxication.
a. Control the rate of consumption to prevent alco-

hol.from affecting perforrAnce.
b. Set a limit that accountsforconditions under

which drinking occurs.

Knowledge Objective's

The Student Must Know:
Personal limits of,intoxication.

a. Relationship between body. weight and Mod.
Alcohol Concentration.

b. Impact of drinking experience in drinking situ-
ations

c. The effect of physical and emotional conditions
_andesurroundingson behavior in drinkind ship-
tons.

d Relationship between intoxication and physical
and ptycholdgical tolerances.

Attitude Objectives y.

The Studecit.Must:

1. Believe that alcohol does not help to reach,goals or
improve line's image.

BelieveNle person's decision to refrain fromior
limit thinking is more important an social ac-
cepta bit ity

3. Bel eic that no one is immune to the effects of
alcOhol.

friitructional Guidelines

Se91119,

.

Activity,

Alb

..,... .

situational factors that influence how alcohol will affect
their behavior and performance. Students are provided
an opportunity, to examine ways Of limiting and con-
trolling they- drinking for those instances when personal
or situational factors influence behavior beyond the ef-
feetaessociated with giyen quantities of alcohol.

The personal approach is employed owing -to: (1)
Acent research findings mciicatingfyoutfls' inability to
recognize their own limitations in drinking siturons,

' and (2) the failure of young drinkers to recognize the
t---relationship tween numbers of drinks, fuel of ititoxi-

catia, and C_, Additionally, the elemetll of personal-
ization is necessary since (different amounts of alcohol
affect people differently and can affect the same person
differenaly at different,times

...,,
4 I

INSTRUCTIONAla OVERVIEW

Methods I Srg.
The methods are primarily student-centered. The,

major instructional techniques include review,' value e
clarification, and- role-playing. They were selected to -

allow students to personalize information on the effects
of alcohol. The methods also require students to axarn-
me theii own drinking practices and to consid setting:
limits or controls on their drinking that will einto
account their personal state.and the drinking si ation.

RATIONAL

_ 'k t Segqients 1 and 2 provided students with an infor-
ton bastion hoW the body handles alcohol, the ef-

fec different amounts of alcohol on behavior, and
information on the relationship between BAC an tox-
!cation The primary purPote of Segment 3 is t able

, students, to pertonalize basic information about AC,
and td. determine the effects of alcohol Orr behavior and
peFformance in various Situations. To' achieve thispur-
pOse, students mustview themselves as a Variable in the
drinking situation Students are requited to examine the e'

2L-- conditions under wWch they drink, and emotional arglill

s

Evaluation

A formal evaluation of student a uisition of in-
formation supporting the knowledge objective is made as
pail, of the final test. Activities 3.2, Beat The Clock
and 3.4, Alcohol Plus You, provide an opportunity to
assess student acquisition of infOrmation during Segment
3. Activity 13, Drinking Limits, enithes the teacher to
assess student betiefs and feelings about limiting drink-
ing.

Suggested' Tether ftesources

Firm, P and Platt, Judith, Alcohol and Alcohol Safety
(Volume. Section D on Content Literature) Abt
Associates, -Inc., -Cambridge, Massachusetts (Final Re-
part under Contract No. DOT-VS-800-705), September.
1972. '

mit
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Instructional Guidelines

Segment'

3
Activity

3.1

Aid

CIL

Title: Alcphol Test

Aid Dttscription
The Alcohol Test and answers are contained in Aid I..

General Guidance

The review activity ensures that students have mas-
tered information on basic alcohol facts before examin-
ing differences in individual responses to alcohol and the
problems that alcohol creates for the driver. The review
should provide an adequate explanation of each test
question by students or the teacher.

Teaching Procedures

1. Return Alcohol Test forms to class.

.2. Review each,question (if students quettioh correct
answers or fail to understand them, provide an ei-
,planation).

Conttnue the activity until each question has been
reviewed

2

.0

4
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Instructional Activity 3.11'
Approach: Review"
Suggested Time: 15-20 minutes



Instructional Activity 3.2
vipproach Reew

Suggested Time: 10-15 minytes

Title: beat the Clock
..

Aid Description
Aid VII Jraudes Beat The flock and the BAC

Chart. The answers to Beat The Clock depend on each
individual's weight and perceptions of how conditions
influence behavior when drinking. Correct answers can
be established for those questions concerned with com-
putation of Blood Alcohol GoncentratiOn.

General Guidance ...../

This activity is a review of the student independent
study assignment tp complete Beat The Clock. The ac-
tivity supports:

,' erformance 0.bjectiveSThe student must control
the rate of consumption to prevent alcohol from af-
fecting pe-rformance, and set a &nit that accounts
for conctitio-ns.under which drinking occurs.

Knovidedge Objectives-.The student must know the
.relationship between pody weight and t3lood Alco-
hol Concentration, and the effecf of physical and
emotional conditions and surroundings on behavior
in drinki

In dompl tang the 'activity, students compute BAC

IT situations. ,

for their weight, and consider fact rs_that influence how
alcohol affects them

The reviewisessiog requires students to apply infor-
mation trey gain through Reading Three In the event
students are unable to provide responses'to Beat The
Clock, the teacher may use Beat The Clock as a ques-
tion and answer aid to teach the information" contained
in Reading Three Since answers to BeatThe Clock de-
pend on body weight, one featherweight (<110 pounds),
one middleweight (over 110 pounds and up to 170

' pdundslt, or one heavyweight >170 pounds) should lie
' called on to answer each. q stion All students should

provide, at least one answer to items on Beat The Clue*.
The teacher should complete Beat The..Clock with his
br her weight before the class session.

.

14
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In'structional Guidelines

Segment Activity

Aid

VII

0
Teaching Procedures.

1 Have students open their Manuals to Reading Three
where they can refer to Beat The Clock and the
BAC Chart.

Begin by answering the first Beat The Clock ques-
tion (Use Your own weight as the basisfor answer-
ing).

3 Call on a featherweight and a heavyweight to pros
vide an answer to each question.

4. students respond to an item, have them indi-
cate their weight and give their answer

5 Check ansvders for each Beat The Clock response us-.
ing the student's weight. Errors are corrected by
classmates or the teacher (if necessary) and the next
item is considered. _Questions concerning percep-
tions 9f hpw conditions influence behavior when
drinking should be discussed by the class

6 End the review when answers Are provided_for all
items

4
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instruc4 ra1 Guidelines

Segment

3
Activity -**

3.3

Aid

Title: Drinking Limits

Aid Description
z None required.

General Guidance

Drinking Limits, a value clarification activity, sup-, ports Segment '3 performance objectives, knowledge
objectives, and tlye following attitude objectives.

Atefutle ObfectivesThe student mutt believe that
the person's decision to refrain from or limit drink-
ing is more important than social acceptability and
thqf no one it immune to the effects of alcohol

- Drinking Limits requires students to evaluate the.
limits they impose on themselves when drinking. The
activity was selected because (1) research findings re-
veal 'that a subset ,of the youth drinker grip rather
frequently becomei intoxicated, and (2) interviews with
youth indicate that young drinkers often set a limit on
drinking beydnd the level of intoxication.

aotivity is conducted through a discussion for-
mat with the teacher serving as recorder. The discussion
str,ecture is as folloWs:

Students indicate the limits They impose upon-
their drinking (1.e , never esnough to get drunk,
never so much that I can't gett"horne, not so
much that people can tell I'm drunk, never so
much tha3 I get sick).

. Class members evaluate the'limits stated by other
students in terms of whether or not the limits
prevent intoxication and the limits are set at a
level to avoid prbblems because of drinking

r

Teaching Procedures

lntrOduction
1. Introduce the topic, Drinking Limits, and indicate

the kind of information to be discussed

2 Explain that class members will discuss.
a. Limits.they set on their drinking.
b. Why they do or do not set'limits on their drink-

ing.
c. Under what conditions they would set a limit on

their drinking.
clf How they know whe n they've reached their

limit, if in-deed they set a limit.

22
V.

Insvctional Activity 3.3
Approach: kalue Clarification
Suggested Time : 15-20 minutes

.

_ -
Provide in example of the Isiipd of selflmposed limit
that the discussion is designed to reveal-. "I always
stop dr.oking if begin to feel sick :.. after two
drinks."

Discussion of Limits
4. Call on students who drink (even one drink) to

offer information on items under (2) (teacher
records for use in evaluation)

5. Select specific information
(2) to guide the discussion.

Evaluation of Limits

areas as necessary from

6. Following the discussion, allow the class an oppor-
tunity to evaluate the limits and reasons for the
limits that have been expressed.

7. Point out that the evaluation covers whether the
limits keep people below the level of intoxication
and whether limits help thg dn;ker avoid problems
associated with drinking.

8 Present the limits and reasons for the limits ex-
pressed by the students under (4) above for student
evaluation:

9. Following an evaluation of specific limits, call on a
student(s) to provide a summation of the kind of
drinking limits that class members impose.

4
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Instructional Activity 3.4 ft
Approach: Role-Play
Suggested Time .15-20 minutes

Title: Alcohol Plus You

Aid Description

Aid VIII es information for role-players. The
aid contains information on Drinks and Time, arid
Factors influencing behavior when drinking. The in
formation can be placed on two sets of different colored
taper, folded, and placed in separate containers for use.
during the role-playing activity.

General Guidance

Alcohol Plus You supports'

Performance ObjectiveThe student must set a limit
that accounts for conditions under which drinking
occurs

Knowledge ObjectivesThe student must know the
relationship between.bpdy weight and Blood Alco-
hdl Concentratioil, and the effects of physical arril
emotional conditions arid surroundings oft. behavior
in drinking situations.

Athhicle OblectiveAThessludent must believe that
no one is immune tWthe effects of alcohol.

The role-playing activity requires students to indi-
cate the effect .of alcohol on:behavior and the effect of
alcohol on behavior when an additional factor is present
Students may bale their role-playing responses on in-
formatron from Reading Three or on their personal ex-
periences The role-playing activityamay be conducted.'
in small groilps (3:5,students) or as a full-dais acti4ty
Students may also be giver the option of describing or'
acting out the effects of alcohol and other .flittorslorr.4
behavior

In conducting the activity, students (1) select a
card from Drinks and Time, read the conditions, and act
out (describ4).how behavior would be affected, and (2)
draw a Factors Card and act out how the conditions on
the Factors card would change behavior beyond that Fe-
suiting from the Drinks and Time card

SsI

InitructiOknal Guidelines

Segment
,3

. Activity
3.4

Aid .

irII

Teaching frocedores

1 Select betvieen conducting a 41-class activity or
small group activity.

2. Fold -card sets so printing is not visible endplate in
separate containers (if small groups' are used, pr6-.
vide cards and containers fit each group).

3. Demonstrate activity.
a. Lkaw one card from Drins arid Time h card

contains number of drinks 'and the time frame
of drinking).

b. Read alpud (return card).
c Act Rut or describe the behavior expected from

the number of drinks on-the card.
d Select a second card frOm the Factors container

(these cards contain'the influencing variables).
e.. Read aloud (retriin card).
f. Act out or describe hOw behavior may or may

not jke_cbanged.

g , As class members to discuss interpretafrons,of
MI effects from alcOhol,,andr

other factors on behavior.

Students begin activity,
Full classcall far' volunteers, make sure . all

studIrits participate.
Small groupdivide into groups, make pure there

, it a group leader, monitor4roups.

Try to provide an, opportunity for as many students
as- possible to participate before .the activity is

ended (1 in small groups, all students should have
an opportunity to provide at least one role-play

)
response).

.
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Segintnt , Activitt

Aid
'
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4

Title: Drinking Before Driving

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

The Student st

1 Limit and control drinking before driving to re
main, below legal irtrpair,mentund reduce the risk of
an accident

2. Recognize behavior indices of impairment When
drilitng is planned

Knowledge Objectives,

TlieiStudent Must Know

1 Relationship between BAC and legal standard for
driving under the influence of alcohol.

2 Effects of alcohol on driving skills.

a. Impaired driving skills and their retative impor-
tance to safe driving

b. Common ''behind-the-wrieel- drinking signs.
c. Problems in combining drinking with a corApl x

behaviordrinking/drivingwhen an individual
is relatively inexperienced in both,

3 Youth involvement in alcohol-related crashes
...-

a Relationship between BAC level and accident
.. probability

b The effect of low BAC. percentages on ,young
driver accident involver-tient.

c. Nature pf youth alcohol-related' crashes (i e.,

night, etc )

4 Procedures fat...iv:Luting and controlling drinking to
t avoid impaired driving and .the risks'of drinking/v:1i

driving

5. -Impact of drinking and.personaUsocial conditils
on making a decision to-drive.

Attitude Objectives
The Student Must

1. Believe that at .05% BAC person's driving 'skill is
impaired

4
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A :2. Believe that driving when skills are degraded by al
cohz1 involves an unacceptable level of risk

RATIONALE

Segment 4. intro duces instruction on drinking and
driving. Previous instruction on physicargin behavioral
effects of alcohol provide background information for
iRstructionmon drinking and-driving and for the remain-
ing segments of the program.

This segment .treats driving as a complicated task
and emphasizes that a perspn's driving skill is affected
by alcohol and that, youngdriVers are involved in acci-
dents at low ErAC percentage*. The student is en-
couraged to avoid driving when affected by alcohol
( 01.04% BAC) and is provided both information and
activities that asiist in. limiting and controlling drinking
in order to remaiR.below impairment (.05% BAC).

Motivational information on alcoholrelated crash,
data and impaired driving is provided to support the
instructional objectives

The instructional objectives for this segment are
based on-youth drinking characterikics and*suth drink-
ing/driving problem

1-Youth are introduced to drinking and driving as
independent activities at atilt the same wile.
Two thirds, of the youth drinker group 4gme-
times drive after drinking.

...Youth are qveririvolved in accidents and alcohol-
related accidents.

3 Young drivers tend to be more affected than
adult drivers at lower percentages of BAC Blood
Alcohol Concentrations between .03% and .06%
are typical in youth alcohol crashes. Youth have
more fatal crashes when the percentage of alco-
hol in the blood is hely-ye-en .01 09% than do
adults.

4 Young drinking drivers tend to overestimate their
alcohol consumption .1kmits: They do not know

3 2'
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the number of drinks it takes to reach specific
BAC percent4e5

5 Aiong the youth drinking group, only a small
percentage believe they are worse drivers "while
under the influence of alcohol."

INSTRUCTIONAL OVERVIEJIV

Methods

Instructional methods require student application of
infbrmation through review and problem-solving activi-
ties Application orinformation underlies the achieve-
ment of performance.afid attitude objectives. No matter
hotiv much students want to reduce the risk of drinking
and driving, they must first be able' to control and lima
their drinking.

'Evaluation

Student acquisition of information supporting Seg-
ment 4 instructional objectives is evaluated as part of
the final "test Instructional Activities 4 2, Debsion

' Point, and 4.3, Youth and Alcohol-Related Situatiohs,
provide an opportunity to assess student attainment of
the knowledge objectives and acceptance of the attitude

.

objectives.

Suggested Teacher Resources
3.

1 Communication Strategies on Alcohol and Highway
Safety (Volume IIHigh School Youth Grey Ad-
vertising, New York, New Y.ork (Final Report under

,Contract No DOT-HS-074-1.09W, February.1975.

2 Finn, P and Platt, Judith, Alcohol bnd Alcohol
Safety (Volume I of II, Section D on Content Lit-
erature) Abt Associates, Inc., Cambpdge, Massachu-
setts (Final Report under Contract No. DOT-HS-
800-705); September 1972

3 Preusser, D. F., Oates, F:, Jr and Orban, Marlene
S , Identification of Counsermeasuresfor the Youth
Cfash Problqm Related to Alcohol, Dunlap and As-
sociates, Darien, Connecticut (Fin& Report under
Contract Nek DOT.iHS-099-3-747), September 1974.

'
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Insiructioliel Guidelines

Segment

.41.

Activity
4.1

Aidt
IX

tot

Title: SelfTest

Aid Description , * .

Aid IX, a student Self-Test, is used to reviewpfor-
mation on how to limit and control drinking before

-driving

General Guidance

This review is a fPllow-up to a studeCt independent
study assignment for Reading. Four. The activity sup-
ports the following insructional objectives

Performance QbjectiveVe student must 11;nrtInd
control drinking before driving -to remain below
legal impairment and reduce therisk of an accident,

Knowledge ObjectiveThe student Must know pro:
cedures for limiting and controlling drinking to
avoid impaired driving and the risks of drinking and
driving

Attitude ObjectiveThe udent must believe. that
at 05% BAC a person's dr ving skill is impaired

The activity requir udents to consider wellirt
(their own), drinking and oxidation time, and amount of
alcohol consumed in determinin whether or not to

ielrive They are asked to avoid im aired driving and to
avoid driving when affected by alcoh

Because the-activity is a follow-up to the students'
independent study assignment, it should only require a
few minutes of class instruction. If, however, students
experience diffjcirlty in completing the basic act'vity,
Aid IX can be used to provide instruction on the basic
information contained in Reading gour

Teaching Procedures

1 Ask the students to open Reading Four to the
Self-Test:

Begin by asking if the students have any questions
on the Reading or the Si.lf-Test.

3 If students have no questions, choose questions at
random from the Self-Test for the class to answer.

4. Call for volunteers to answer 'these questions. If
necessary, call on a number of different students to
assess whether or not the class haeacquired and can
apply the information from Reading Four

5 End the activity when pudent questions and se-
lected teacher questions have been answered.

26
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Instructional Activity 4.1 -
Approach: Review
Suggested Trme: 10 minutes
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Instructional Activity 4.2
Approach: Problem-Solving

-r' Suggested Time: 15:-.20 minutes
. '

II.

%

\.!

Title: r.)ttcision Point

Aid Description - . ..
Aid X contains four open-ended, drink ingbefore-

driving situations for students to respond to Suggested
answers torthe problem-solving situations are provided.

General Guidarfce .

This problem - solving activity supports the following
1 nstructiontobjectives .

Performance ObjectivesThe student must limit and
control drinking before driving to remain below
legal impairment and reduCe the risk of an accident,
and recognize behavior indices of impairment when
driving is planned;

Knowledge ObjectivesThe student must know pro-
cedures for limiting and controlling drinking to

. avoid impaired driving and the risks of drinkirag and
driving. and the impact of drinking-, and personal/
social conditions on making a decision to drive -

Attitude ObjectiveThe student 'must believe that
diving when skills are degraded by alcohol involves
an unacceptable level of risk

The information necessary to respond to DecisioA
Point situations is provided in Reading Four Each situ-.
at ion requires a decision about whether, an individual-
should .driv4 after he/she has been drinking Students
complete each situation when the dedision point is

7
reacheg. .

A number of the situations can be answered cor-
rectly with more than one method of avoiding impaired
driving The most on-target response is supplied for each

ft situation The instPuctor.shoujd allow students to ex-
plore alternative answers Decision Point without sug-
gested answer is contained-in ReadiQg Four

..
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Segment . Activity
.4!2 1
Aid

X
,

Teaching Procedures

1. Have students open their Manuals to Decision
Point.

2. Indicate that the class is to explain how they would
handle each situation,

3 Student or teacher presents each situation.

4 Have .stutlents volunteer their perceptiOns of whan,
the decision-making character should do.

5 Encourage students ,to dtscugs differences about
what should be done, and whst-ooltd have beenr
ddne to prevent the situation. +

,
- 6 Intervene if answers indicate misinformation about

drinking or drinking and driving'

/
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instructional Guidelines

Segment

4
Activity

4.3

Aid
XI

Title: Youth and Alcohol-Related Situation's

Aid Description

Aid XI consists of potential accident situations,
visuals depicting the situations, outcomes ofothe site
ations, and, visuals depicting the outcorhes-. Situation
visuals are coded with a J plus a number (i.e., J1). Out-
come visuals are coded with an.0 plus a,number (i.e
01) Visual mastersire provided in Aid XI -
General Guidance

This is a two-part discussion and problem-solving
activity The parts andobjectives are as follows:.

PART I Discussion, Your Drinking Driving Ex-
Renence

Know/edge Objective-The student must
know common "behind-the-wheel"' drink-
ing signs.

PART II Problem-Solving, Forecasting. Accident

ifkle
1Probabilgy

Knowledge Objective-The student must
know common 'behind-the-wheel" drink-
ing signs, and nature of youth alcohol-
related crashes.

Attitude Objective-The student must be-
lieve that driving whim skills are degraded
by alcohol involves an unacceptable-level
of risk

The discussiOn, Part I is based on student experience
with thinking and driving and information on driving
errors presented in Reading Four. The discussion should
result in Students' identitying signs of.drinking and driv-
ing similq to those, in Reading Four (i.e , too fast, run-
ning over/curb, quick or jerky start).

Part I is designed to reinforce' information 99 the
kinds of errors made by drinking drivers. It also serves
to direct the Students' attention toward potential acci-
dents- theubject of Part II\

Part II is supported by Aid XI; This part provides
students with an opportunity to analyze situations (sup-
ported by visuals) in terms of accident probability. The
students' analysis is confirmed or rejected by a pre
tation of the outcome of the situation. There coul
other outcomes than the one presented' (i.e., no ca-
dent). Part II is designed to increase students' awareness
of alcohol-related accident situations and to reinforce
the need to avoid dunking before-driving.

28
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Instructional Activity 4.3
Approach: Discussion and ProblemSol
Suggested Time: 30 minutes

Teack4ng Procedures

PART I
,1. Define the, striiature of the discussion to include

-signs" of drinking and driving and indicate that the
discussion can be based on experience's (persona?!
observed) and information from Fading Four-. If
students discuss a personal situation, they should
identify how much and whaticind of alcoholic
beverage was consumed. If they pfovide an example
from the Reading, they should indicate,..at what

'Blood Alcohol Concentration they feel it Would be
reasonable for that error to occur.

2. Openthe discussiOn by asking for volunteers.

Keep the discussion on course by having students
study examples of errors and BAC levels, and select.
Inv' students 'to discuss personal experiences and in-
formation from Reading Four.

.4 Conclude the discussion wherf it is apparent that
students recognize that drinking results in observ-
able driver errors and that drinking -river errors Ire
generally apparent at moderate percentages of BAC.
(.05%) and are more apparent at higher BACs

ving

(.10%1.

Teaching Procedures

PART II
'1. Explain 'the steps in the activity and what students

are to do The steps include:

a. Looking at a pdssible accident situatio"(Visuals
J1 -J4, Aid XI).

b. listening to a statement that describes the sit-ua-

4#,

." tion..
c. Indicating

charade of accident
if an accident, which driver or drivers were at
fault ,

why they think there was or was not an
accident
signs of drinking and driving.

d. Looking at anotliervisual to see What occurred
(Visuals 01-04,- Aid XI, could be a different
outcome from the one presented).

e. Listening to a statement that describesi4vhat
occurred -

2, Present the first situation and project Visual J1,
/ Aid XI

3k)
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Have students respond by indicating informafftr
called for in Iteni (1c). Obtain several opinions.

4 Present a description of what occurred and project
Visual 01,, Aid XL

5. Enthurage additional students to oommeveand dis-,
cuss what occurred. /

6 Ask if the accident is 'a 'typical youth alcohol-
related situation (i e single car, etc.)

7' Repeat procedure for'remaining situations.

Oe.

V
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Instructional Guidelines

Segment
71"

4.

Activity
4.4

I

Title: The Plan

Aid Description
Aid XII, The Plan, is as15mm film. A sample list of

discussion questions to accompany the film is provided.

Genbral Guidance
, .

This is an optional problem solving activity It sup-
ports\ . P

Attitude ObjectiveThe student must believe that
driving when skills are degraded by alcohol olves
an unacceptable level of risk.

This objective is,slso supported by instructional AC-
tivities 4 2 and 4 3. p

A problem-solving approach employing the film as a
stirnulds allows students to apply informatron that
underlies the. attitude objective. The information in sup-

, port of the attitude objective includes information on
iyouth alcohol-related accidents and ways of limiting and
,controlling'drinking before driving. .

In addition to the film, questions based on the film
are-povided Alternative answers to the problems posed
in the film are acceptable. The teacher should assure that
all answers are based on accurate information concerning
problems.' from drinking and then driving The film
should be previewed prior tolinstructlon. It is advisable
for the teacher to "role-play" as a student during the
film preview and also provide a role-play response to

' questions that support the film. A film synopsis follows
Between classas, high hool students pass the word
about a beer parf9: a students are asked to pro-
side transportation, others are asked to bring beer
Tpo of the party-planners approach a friend and ask
him to drive others to the party. The boy, nick-
named "Shag," fears that something might happen
and is reluctant to ask his parents for their car The
other two tell him his fear is unfounded since, after
all, "What could happen?"

fr

30
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Instructional Activity 4.4
Approach: ProblemSolving
Suggested Time: 15 minutes

reaching Procedures

1 Expiairyto the class that they will view a short film
that ,doesn't have an ending. They must supply an
ending and also answer other questions on how to
limit drinking before driving. Students will also
evaluate the responses of other class members

2 Present an overview of the film.

3. Show the film

4. Ask for volanteers to discuss the film question,
'.What could happen?" or select a student to begin
the discussion.

5. Following the class discussion of "What could ha2-
pen? present questions for discussion from AI
XII Questions irorn this list discussed by students
in response to the film question need not Akre-
peated.



Title: Driying After Drinking

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTLVES

Performance Objectives; The Student Must:

1. -Terminate drmkin% and defer driving to reduce/the
risk of drinking and delving.

2 Select alte'rnatives to driving to avoid drinking and
drIsding.

3. Avoid driving, while impaired or intoxicated,/

Knowledge Objectives

The Student Must Knovii.

1. How to protect time necessary for oxidation of
alcohol

2 Alternatives to driving before drinking and at the
time oftdrinking (e.g., riding with a ,friend, calling

,someone for a ride).

3 State laws pertaining to drinking drivers:
a. DWI legal limits.
b. Cherhial test
c, Impliegl consent.
d. Penalties for Driving While Infoxicated

Attitude Objectives

The Student Must

1. Beligve it is better to confront parents or peers
rather than risk driving while 'impaired

2. Believe it is better, to be Inconvenienced than risk
driving while impaired /Y

3 Believe that the decision not to drive when
paired is a responsible decision.

RATIONALE

Students are aware ,'of the effects of alcohol on
driver performance They have also .acquired informa-
tion about drinking and driving accidents In addition,
they have demonstrated their knowledge of how to con-
trol and limit drinking/'before driving

Segment 5 provides information necessary for de-
ciding whether or not to drive after drinking. Motiva-
tional information on the legal consequences of.drinking
and driving is presented to assist students in making their
decision Alternatives for drinkrng and driving are also
covered

Segment 5 is designed to overcome repOrted youth
knowledge deficiencies regarding penalties for drinking

3!)
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Instructional Guidelines

Segment

5
Activity

Aid

and driving offenses, and the effectiveness of chemical
tests and laws relating to their us%. More importantly,
the informition and activities were selected because
youth who drink report't,hat they frequently drive whert
they perceive themselves to bc1-444cicated."Very few
young drinking drives believe their ability to drive is

,much worse when ttiey are dank.
4

The content and activities were-also selected be-
cause- of the drinking driving dilemma that young people
face. Teenage drinking is more likely to occur away from
home than adult drinking. This aggravates the alcohol
safety problem among youthful drivers. The problem is
further aggravated by the Itrnited options teenagers have
after drinking. They-

have diffsculty.obtaming safe transportation after
drinking
often fate curfews that 4estrict the sobering up
perio
lac money yr 4rid have difficulty- explaining
re sons for using public transportation.'

INSTRUCTIONALOVERVIAN

Methods

The instructional methods for Segment 5 require
students to acquire and apply information through dis-
cussion and problem-solvipg activities. A student arte is
used to support the primary instructional activity. Stu-
dent acquisition of information about BAC and the:et-
fects of,a1Cohol on driver petformance is necessary to
fully achieve the instructional objectives on which the
game is based. Reading Five also conta&a lotion on
DWI laws and penaltieswhich are corn throughout
the country. However, State laws may vary and' class ,
instruction should account for, state specific require-
ments In instances where Special legal provisions are
made for young drinking drivers (i.e.; BAC levels),thesi
exceptions should be stressed.

Evaluation

The formal evaluation of student isition of in- 4

, formation in Reading Five is conducted% part of the
final test Instructional Activities 5.2. The DWI Game,
and 5.3, Drinking and Driving, allow the teacher to
assess student acquisition ot information. Instructional

31
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Activity 5 2 provides the best opportunity for teacher'
assessment of student acceptance of the attitude objec-

.. tives as well as student acquisition of alt information
presented in Reading Five.

Suggested liacher ResourCes

1. Finn, P and Platt, Jil.th, Alcohol antAlcohol
Safety (Volume I of "II, Section D on Content
Literature) Abt Associates, Inc Cambridge, Maisa:
chusetts (Final Report under Contract No, DOT-
HS-800-7051 September 1972.

2 Sbite Motor Vehicle Code and/or State "Rules of
the Road

32
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V

InstRictinnal Activity 5.1
Approach Discussion
Suggested Time: 10 rhinutes

Title IV I Laws °' _

Aid Description
. Aid XIJI provides a list 01 questions that should be

answered with Stat specific infbrmation on-DWI laws.

General Guidance

This activity resigned to provide students Vfiith.in
formatipn on State spe c DWI tavvs:' It supports: Tt. 44,

° Knowledge Object fThe student must know State
laws pertaining to drinkinMaers.
Providing State specific information on DWI is a

teacher responsibility The information' can ,be provided
through a printed "fact sheet." ernative approaches
include: (1) providing the questions, XIII for stu-
dere independent study use (the, students coy se the
Stye Rules of the Road to ansysei.the questions), and

. (21 providing the inforrrIption through a short-in-glass
question and answer session. Thqteaching' procedures
-below are forcongubting the in:1111Es session.

Teaching Procedures - a

IntrOuce the question and answer session on DWI,'"
' laws. ,

*
Pose specific questions.

Have student's volunteei and discuss answers.

Wlie all-questions Wave been asked from Aid xm,
as k class members if they haVe other questions
StateDWI laws

Ci
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Instructional Guidelines

Segment Activity
5.2

Aid
IV

Title: be DWI Game

'Aid De ription
AI' Aid IV, The DPW 'Game, is us ed in Instructibnal

Act, 5.2. A description of game/components and,
Instructions for play are contamed'inrthe aid section.
Garde components ..(garneboard," 32 Party Card, 4Er
Actibn Cards, and 8 Trading:Cards),are pr ided in Aid
V. A conalNete ik of ,gar Te material ssery

each group of 3 -4 students.

\

General Guidance

Activity
a 4

A 5.2, a two-part avivity,,supports
structional objectives in Segment 5.

01 in-

instructional Activity 5.2
Approach: Problem-Solving and Acussion

.
Suggested Time: 30 minutes

4. Indicate that students will need their .1314C Chart

'5.
from Reading Three.'

Demonstrate the game to the class with ore group's
set of materials. (Students are asked to listen to all
instructions before beginning the game.)

6. 'Ask for questions and clarify rules.
7. As students play theAame, respond to questions,

and clarif&uies V plo. 4

8 The gamer is completill when a player in each group
wins, or at a time the teacher announces In the
latter case, the player ineach group with the lowest
BAC (Must bp below .05%) whb As closest tdhome

.1)wins.

After the game, bring the group together and
ate a discussiojijor tte students to evaluate Me,
theyshave learned.

Part t, The DWI Game. (Aid IV), is a problem-01v-
'ing activity that requires students to apply informationlvs:,
from earlier Readings And from Reading Frye. It serves
to reinforce most of the course info4nation on je, inking
4Tel-driving. The teacher shot.Ild provide mull fla copies
of dame components before the activity is conducted

s.,

.6tUdents play The DWI Gsame in groups of 34.
:Since Weight is a major factor incoming irrtoxic4tet

garreeplamrs stauld be of near equal weight, If we )wh1110
groupings are not used, lightweight'students have little
chance of "winning" the garne During game play the
teacher is responsible for seeing tbat, the player groups .

are able to-follqw the rules of play.
g

Part 2, a, criFussion, requires stud,ents tcr tify
what !bey learned while playing thq geme.,Topics to be
considered include- DWI limitsj risks *-for. nondrinking
drIers, DWI penalties, role ofiktiemiebl test, and ways
of -.Svoiciong.driving when' rmpafreeNn addition to help-
ing achieve Segment 5 objectives, Part 2,serves to keep
the focus of the activity on its educational value rather
thanifin tht "pun" aspect of the game.

c

Teaching Procedures .

1 Introdbce the game and explain the objective: To
keep your BAC low=so you car; be (he orie.who

arrives "home" first.
2. Divide student; mid groups of 3=4 '(each grO4

plays the game simulineouslyV
3. Provide each group wish a' gameboard, a set of

instructions, one die, a set of Trading Cards, a let
of Party Cards, sand aset of AcOn Cards. ,Each
player needs a coin to represent his place on the
gameb cf. The date or denomination of the coin
may erentiate between players

40 0
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InstruCtional Activity 5.3
Approach. roblem-Solving
Suggested Time 10 Qinutes

Title: Drinking and Driving/'

Aid Description .

Aid XIV, Drinking and Driving, provides situations
and questions for student response on the risk from and
alternatives to drinking and driving.

General Guidancej '

The problem-solving activity supports the fo llowing
' objectives.

Performance ObjectiveThe student must termi to

drinking and defer driving.to reduce the risk rom -
drinking and wing

Knowledge tiveThi,student must know Site
laws pertaining to drinlerfirdrixers.

Ateadde ObjectivesTV stuit must believe it is
betrarto confront parents or peers rather than risk
driving while' impaired, and that it is better to be in-.
convenienced than risk driving while impaired.

Since Acti\iity 5 3 is a review of an independent
.study assignment, 'title time should be nee ed 'to con-
duct the activity. The activity is based on Ai XIV en-
titled Drinking and Driving. The aid provides for ruc-
tured student responses to drinking and driving situa-
tions. the situatioover risk involved in drinking and
driving, and DWIWws. As revvw leader, the teacher
should, however, make sure student responses are based
on information acquir from Reading Five or student
knowledge of Stats D I laws.

Teaching Procedures

1 1rttrocluce the review session and refer students to
Drinking and Driving uktAir Manuals.

2. Ask for volunteers to read each Situation.

3 Call on'studenis to answer questions for each sttua-
pon Students should state their reasons for answers
given.

4. Fdr selected- questions, cell on other students who
have different answers

5. Intervene when answers are based 'On inaccurate in-
Tormation Provide correct information- quickly in

stirder to maintain the discussion format

6. End the /away when at least one student has
responded to each question.

abt
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Title: Drugs and Driving

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

Performance Objectives

The Student Must.
1 Avoid combining alcohAvith other drugs.
2 Avoid driving after combining alcohol with. other

drugs ', -
3 Avoid driving after taking drugs

Knowledge Objective/
The Student Must Know .
1 Effect of gcommon drugs on behavior and physical

processes

2 Potential riskin cofnbining dru
-

$3 Potential effect of drug use on cltivirvg s.

using prescricrtro4d nonprescrip-

416.

4 Precautions for
tion drugs

Attitude Objectives
The Student Must

Believe the risk and uncertaikgof crAmbining den2;arr,
driving is toe great to accept

The material in Segment 6, hoWever, is less corepre-.
hensive owing to: (a) instruction on alcohol and highway
safety' being. the primary purpose of the program, and
(b) the lack, of defensible drug-related accident informa-
t ion

A number of uncertainties surround drug use and
the effect of drugs on' driver performance. The un-
certainties should caose young people to recognize that
risk is associated with drug use, if not with drug use
alonfin combining drugs and driving.

INSTRUCTIONAL OVIRVIEW
- .

M hods
A discbssion method designed to clarify beliefs

o about drug ise, drug combinations, -and driving is em-"
' ployed Students are expected, to prbvide informatidn on

their drug experiences arid to associate their experiences .

with information.provided in Reading Six. The discus-
sion method Was selected to increase student awarene..

'of lie risk and uncertainties of drug use, and drug use
and driving .

EvaluatiorM
RATIONALE

This segmet1 provides instruction on problems'4`
sociater+with cnbining drugs and the effec(of dfugs off
driving Unlike ;other segments of ii-re pOstam, Drugs
and Driving ca .e defended strictly on the basis of.
accident data usiv.e and valid data establishing a
causative relation p 6e1vveen druRvuse and highway ac-
cidents are unavailable* Tpis condition exists in spite of
what common sense dictates Although inconclusive,dr"
the weight of evidence, Leads to indicate that highways
would be safer if drivers'aVolded the use of drugs

.The relinonship between drug.use and degradation
of driver skills -IS much more established than the re-
lationship ein accidents and drug use. This "rela-
tionship, therefore, is emphasized in Reading Six.

Drags and living praysan equivalent role in the
treatment of alcohol- in Segments 1-5 In the instruc-
tional program, It is equivalent In:

Scopethe content covers drug use, pro lems,
and driver safety
Position,,.the information is for individual be-
havior change rather than behavior directed
help and assist others .

36
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I.

vdent acquisition of information is assessed
tftrough tile final test The teacher should be, able to
gain insights into student bialiefs about drugs, and drtIg
use and driving durifig the discussion activity

Suggested Teacher Resources

Voas, Robert B., Alcohol, Drugs and Young Drivers,
Natiorial Highway Traffic Safety Administration, U S.
Department of Transportation, Washington, D C., May
1974

w
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Instructional Activity 6.1
Approach Discussion
SuggeZd Time: 30 minutes

Title: Drug Use

Aid Description
None required.

General Guidanceiat.'

In this activity; students discuss drug use and
problems associated with driving while under the in-
fluence of drugs. The discussion is based on student
experiences with drugs and ob ions about drug/
use as well as information from ading Six.

The ditcussion supports I instructional objec-
tives. Primary. emphasis, hoWever, is on the attitude
objectives.

Attitude ObjectiveThe student must believe the
risk and uncertaintt of combining drugs and driv-
ing is too great to accept.

Information contained, in the Teaching Procedures
section should be used to give students guidance on the
nature of the discussion and to structure the discussion.
Guidance for.the discussion .is necessary to prevent
students from merely sharing misinformation on the
effects cef drugs However, because of youths' famil-
iarity with drugs and drug users, and the absence of a
clearcut causative relationship between accidents and
drug ug, Considerable latitude must be Allowed in this
discussion,

The teacher may elect to conduct the discussion
through small groups or as a full-class activity. If dis-
cussion groups are used, each group should include some
students with drug experience. Each group 'should also
have a 'reporter to present major discussion points to the
NH class

Teaching Procedures

1 Identify the structure and nature of the discussion
for a full -class or small group activity to include
a Drug use in the community and who uses drugs.
b Beliefs about the effects of drugs and problems

arisipg from their use.
c Problems in combining drugs (including alcohol.
d Reasons for taking drugs or uoing drugs in com-

bination
e Concerns students have about drug use, drug

...combinations, and the impact of drugs on their
driving ability

2 Initiate the discussion.

.1

Sir
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Activity
6.1

Aid

43. utcle the discussion with .items from the structure
presented in (1. (1

4. Obtain diffetent students' perceptions (avoid having
a few vocal students dominate the discussion.

5. Clarify points of information and separate fact
from opinion.

.6. End the discussion when a clear pktern ofstudent
drug use, problems, and concerns has been pre-
sentd.

7. Summarize major issues abopt drug use, combin-
ing drugs, and drligose and driving.

45 /
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Title: Drinking IAN:others

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

performance Objectives
The Student Must

1. Avoid contributing to.the intoxication of others.
a Avoid encouraging or pressuring others to drink.it
b Avoid competitive drinking' including plying

calking games
2 Prevent others from becoming intoxicate&
3 Provide assistance and care for intoxicated persons.

Knowledge Objectives

The Student Must Know.
1 Relationship between thdividual behavior and ores-' sures perceived by others to drinks,
2 Probable outcomes.of competitive drinking.
3 Effects of large quantities of alcohol on perform-

ance and body processes.

4 Appropriate aid for intoxicated persons NI
5 Procedures for preventing intoxication of others.

Attitude ObjectiVes

The Student Must

1 Believe it is better to accept peer group criticism
than Contribute to the intoxication -of others.

' Have .enough confidence in social acceptability to
insist on responsible drinking by others.

RATIONALE

Segment 7 provides for a role transition on the part
of the student Prior instruction defined responsible use
of alcohol in terms of individuals who avoided intoxica-
tiOn4 and avoided the risk involved in drinking and driv-
ing. 'Instruction was cast' in, terms of the individual's
dec'ision to drink or not to drink. This segment adds ad-

'. ditional requirements for responztle behavior irNtrink-
ing situations; Namely, iiresfionillok person should (1)
avoid contributing to the intoxiCation of others, (2)
provide help for intoxicated peers, and (3) prevent peer
drinking and driving. `The third item, peer drinking and
driving, is the subject of Segment 8.

Motivational information On problems, caused by
consuming large quantities of alcohol is presented to
increase the probability of youth providing assistance to
intoxicated persons

)
..q.

38

Instruction is based Q11 the reported youth attitude
that youth will help their peers (n, drinking situations.
Since young geoplp drink with other young people at
unsupervised events, peer assistance in drinking situa-
tions is the onl approach that appears to have any real ipt
potential, in prove help to the who need it. -Youth-
report, particularly in drinking and driving situations,
that-they would help their peers- rather than avoid the
situation. They indicated that they would take both
individual and group action to help their peers. The
youth attitude of peer -assistance, howeverdoes not ex-
tend to soliciting aid from parents or other fbrms of
authority.

INSTRUCTIONAL 9VERVIEW

Methods

A probletn-solving method is us ed to support all
instructional objectives The problem-solving method,
in addnion to being appropriate for the instructional
objectives, permits students to indicate what they
would do rn drinking situations.with their peers (class
members) as the "audieterce." Emphasis is, placed" on

,those objectives dealing with pcoblems associated
recognizing and preventing intokcation of others An
optional-discussion, Drinking Games, is outlined which
requires students to examine problems associated with
Competitive drinking.

Evaluation

Knowledge adquisition is assessed through the final
test Instructional Activity 7.1, -The Drinking Seene,
and 7.2, Drinking-Games, permit assessment of student
information acquisition in support of the knowledge ob-
jectives. Student acceptance of the attitude objectives
can bedeterminecl-through Activity 7.1

Suggested 'Teacher Resources

Communication Strategies on Alcohol and Highway
Safety (Volume IIHigh School Youth) Grey, Adver-
tising, New York, -New York (final Report under Con-
tract No. DOT-HS-074.1-096), February 1-975.
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Instructional Activity 7.1
Approach: Problein-Sotving
Suggested Time 20-25 minutes

11W

Title: The Drinking Scene

i Aid Description

Aid XV glints characters in various roles in a
drinking situation. Students respond to drinker roles,
actions, and comments based on a 4eries of queitions
about each scene.

General Guidance

The Drinking Scene stypports all instructional objec-
tives except for the one performance and one knowledge
objective dealing with competitive &inking.

The Drinking Scene presents the actions of drink-. ers and nondrinkers in one'drinking situation. It forms
the basis for student problem-solving. Students indicate
their perceptions of behavior as portrayed in the situa-
tions:The primary focus of the activity is on (1)' pres-
suret applied' on others to drink, (2) how people con-
tribute to the intoxication of ofhe)-s, (3) hop to prevent
intoxication of others, and (4) the need to care lor in-
toxicated 'individuals. Students are instructed to read
The Drinking Scene as an independent study assignment
to enhance their participation in the instructional ac-
tivity

. The Drinking Scene should be presented one scene
at a time, allowing students to respond to questions be
fore presenting the next scene. The scenes can be pre-
sented by the students or,teacher 4\
Teachidg Procedures

..

1 Have students open Reading Seven to The Drinking
Scene. .

2 Explain that Nye Drinking Scene will be presented
' one scene at- a,time (students can read along). After

each scene is presented, have the class respond to
the behavior of-the characters in the 'scene and to
the questions aCut the scene.

3 Present the first scene and ask students to comment
on the behavior of the characters. (If comments
cover information contained in the questions from
Aid XV for the scene, move to the next scene. If
student comnents do not cover the questions, ask
the Wits the questions.)

4 RepeatStep 3) Beach scene
5. AO a studen ' or students to summarize the major

points made in The Drinking Scene.

:7>

4
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Instructional Guidelines

Segment

7
Activity

7.2

Aid
XVI

Title: Drinking Games.

Aid Description
L

Aid XVI is used as a teacher reference. Game titles
are listed. The game titles can be used to assist in clarify-
ing the nature of the instructional activity. There is no

'requirement to identify all games.

General Guidance -

-
The discussitm, &rinking Tames, is an optionalac-

tivity Drinking games are played by high school. and
college youth Howegr, there is no evidence to indicate
how widespread game playing is or how frequently
youth engage in drinking games. This activity should be
conducted if there is eekon to believe that class mem-
bers engage in competitive drinking

The activity supp'orts

Performance ,OblectiveThe student must avoid
competitive drinking includir'ig playing -drinking
games

Knowledge ObjectiveThe student mutt" know
probable outcomes of competitive drinking
The discussion, is designed to make students aware'

that (1) drinking games remove individual decision-
making Ln drinking, (2) drinking game participants fre-
quently drink too much, and (3) individuals who en-
courage participation in drinking games risk loting the
friendship of people who prefer not t.p play.

Drinking Gameslisted in Aid XVI, can be' used to
`Indicate the nature of the discussion and to initiate the
discussion In the discussion, students are required to
identify competitive drinking situations and why people
compete In drinking After ese have been identified,
students evaluate conditions an problems that can stem-
from competitive drinking.

Teachmg Procedures . .

1 Identify the nature of the discussion and provide
an example of thte various kinds of. competitive
drinking

2 Select a student recorder to keep.a list O? games
identified by the class.

3 Have the class fdentify competitive and game drink-

. ing situations

4 Have the student recorder list 'each game or com-
petitive situation (when all gai-nes are recorded, the
recorder identifies each game, one at a time)

40

Instructional Activity 7.2
Approach: Discussion
Suggested Time: 15-20 minutes" .

As the recorder identifies the games, have the class
evaluate each game in terms of:

Why a person would initiate or participate in-The
game (I e,, boredom, wants to get drunk, to try
it, wants to outdrink someone, wants to get
someone drunk).

, Feelings others may have towards the individual
initiating the game.
Problems the game may create in peer relations

pressurepressure to dm 0, dislike for a person, fear
triticisn:1).

i Difficulties drinking games create for peOple with
low tolerances for alcohol.

6 TerminatC the evaluation when key points have
been made (i.e., lack of aodiviclual decision-making,
pressure to drink to ex^ fear of group criticism,
high probability of intoxication, potential loss of
-friends).

4 3



Title: Drinking and Driving by Others .

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

.Performance Objectives

The Student Must:

1- Discourage peers from driving when they drink
too much

2 Discourage others from becoming a passenger with
-a driver who demonstrates signs of impairment

3 Wan alternatives to lirhit peer drinking and driving
a Arrange for a sober driver in advance.
b Select a sober p to drive
c Identify altern i driving
d.'Provide a ride for peers if not impaired yourself

Knowledge Objectives

The Student Must Know

1 Signs of drinking by others which will result in im-
pairment

2 Defenses employed by impaired persons to convince
others of their capability to drive

3 How to cope with an impaired person who wants to
drive.

4 Alternatives to riding with an impaired person.
5 Elements of a plan for preventing peer drinking and

driving

Attitude Objectives

The Student Mu;t

Believe that everyone has an individual and group
responsibility to protect others front the risk of
drinking and dr(ng.

RATIONALE %.
Segment 8 concludes the You . . Alcohol and Drit4

ing instructional program. The segment focuses on the
behavior of others in drinking and driving situations The
intkodual'srole as an influence in drinking by/others is
expanded to include drinking and driving decisions of
others.

Information is presented on (1) limiting; ridership
with drinking drivers including refusing to ride and pre-
venting others from rittingt and (2) preventing, impaired
peers from driving The primary vehicle employed to
achieve the objective is the preparation of a student
plan Students are encouraged to plan drinking events

4

Instructional Guidelines

Segment

8
Activity

Aid

with the assistance of their pee'rs to lessen the probk
, bility of drinking and driving byothers.

_.-14 a summary role, Segment 8 provides the teacher
with an option to reinforce previous instruction through
the use of a film entitled Such a Beautiful Day. The
film covers the intoxicating potential of beer, the'in-
fluenoe of both alcohol and emotional state on behavior,
and the riskALdrinking and driving situations -

Instruction is based on the iyeed for youth to in-
fluence drinking and driving bg,hiaviof of other youth.
Peer group control or "self-policing" appears to have
potential to reduce youth alcohol-related crashes

A Survey of high school youth indicated that youth
are willing to take group and individual action with
peers tp prevent drinIing andtriving,

Action With Peer Group

Approximately 36% reported that they would
help limit drinking of the driver
Approximately 36% would work with the
group to care for a heavy drinker to prevent
him from driving

. Individual Action With Peers

Approximately 60% would prefer to drive an
impaired peer home

r Approximately. 50% would become personally
involved in preventing drunk driving as op-*
posed to avoiding the situation

Approximately 55% would avoid riding and
discourages others from riding with- a drunk
driver

INSTRUCTIONAL OVERVIEW

Methods

The instructional methods include individual and
group.problem-solving through preparing a plan to pre-
verft drinIstng and driving by others Student discussion
alsorsupports the preparation of the problem-solving
plan. tional review activay relies on the use of the
film, Such a utiful Day ThrfIlfn, if used, reinforces
information fro previous segioents.

Evelua Itutzmiir

The final test, located in Aid I, s admristered
upon completion of Segment 8 Thisliist samples in-
formation rom Segments 1-7. The final test covers

41
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Segment,

8
Activity

Aid

/'
information that supports the knowledge pbjectives, and
information on which performance and attitude objec-
tives are based. ,

Student preparation and presentation of. What's
Your Plan?, Activity 8.1, provides an opportunity for
the teacher to assess both class and individual student
acquisitiog of information and acceptance of informa,
tion in support of the segment objectives

Suggested Teacher Resources

Communication :Strategy on Alcohol and Highway
Sfety (Volume IIHigh School Youth) Grey Adver-
tipng, New York, New York (Final Report under Con-
traof No. DOT-19074-1-096), February 1975.

42
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Instructional Activity 8.1)
Approach: Problem-Solving
Suggested Time: 30-40 minutes

Title: What's Your Plan?

Aid Description

Aid XVII provides categories for recording-elements
of student-developed plans for preventing drinking and
driving .by others. It also includo What's Your Plan?
from, Reading Eight OP which the student plan is based
as well as an Analysis of What's Your Plan? for teacher
use.

General Guidance -.._--
This problem-solving activity supports all instruc-

tional gbjectives of Segment 8. The following objectives
are emphasized

Performance Objective Plan alternatives to' limit
peer drinking and driYing.

Knowledge ObjectiveElements of a plan for pre-
venting peer drinking and driving.

Attitude Objective Believe everyone has an indi-
vidual and group resdonsibility to protect others
from the risk of drinking and driving. /
Informa ion -for student participation in the prob-

[ern-solving a ivity is contained in -Reading Eight. The
student requirement to prepare a plan is' identified.

-. -, Through independent study students prepare individual
plans for preventing/limiting drinking and driving by
others. Thise plans are then presented in class.

The teacher records on the chalkboard major ele-
ments from individual student plani. The plan ele-
ments identified in Aid XVII are used to structure the
recordin of student plan components

I XVII also contains What's Your Plan? the
terial from which students prepared their plan to pre-

mg and driving by others An 'Analysis of
What's Your Plan? is provided in this section for teacher
use. The Analysis can be-used to asset student prepared
plans or can be used to demonstrate how the teacher'
would plan to avoid drinking and driving problems by
others Should the teacher deoids, to present the Anal-
ysis to the class, it should follow,the presentation of
student plans

5 1
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Segment

8
Activity

8.1.

Aid
XVII

Teaching Procedures

1. Prior to the class, record phan categories from Aid
XVII on the chalkboard. As students present their
plans, record-major plan elements under each cate-

4 gory. If more than one student presents the same .

element, tally marks can be used to note the fre-
quency.

2. Introduce the What's Yo&r Plan? activity and ask
students to take out their individual plans.

3. Select a volunteer to pesent his/her plan.
4. .Record major plan-elements. er

5. Continue to call on volunteers and record major
plan elements.

6. When major plan elements appear to be identified,
ask for ideas that have not been presented.

7. Turn to a class discussion by asking the glass,."As
a group, how well have we solved Grh's planning
problem?"

8 Teacher may elect to present his or her plan based
on the What's Your Plan? analysis:

I
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Instructional Guidelines

Segment,

a
Activity

8.2

Aid

XVIII

Title: Such a Beautiful Day

Aid Description '
Aid XVIII, Such a Beautiful Day, is a 15minute

16mm 'nformational film Initially the film presents the
drinking behavior of two young couples. Later, it por-
trays their behavior in a drinking and driving situation. It
concludes with the local sheriff and doctor discussing
problems_oung people have with drinking and driving.

General Guidance

The use of the film, Such a Beautiful Day, is op-
tional. If used, it serves to review information presented
from the instructional program

From Segments 1-7, it reinforces. (1) myths on
sobering up, (2) equivalent amounts of alcohol in beer
and liquor, (3) driving behavior affected by aleohol, and
(4) the relationship between BAC and accidenproba-
brlity. .

The film reinforces The 'following instructional ob-
jectives from Segment 8. r

Performance Objectivesbiscourage peers f rom
driving when they `drink too much and discourage
others from becoming a passenger with a driver who
demonstrates signs of impairment.

Knowledge ObtechypDefenses employed by im-
paired persons to convince others of their capability
to drive and how to cope with art- impaired person
who wants to drive.
The film should be previewed to select content for

emphasis.

Points for emphasis should be included in the teach- .

er's introduction of the film and brought out in the dis-
cussion of the film.

I

Instruitional Activity 8.2
Appioach: Review
Suggested Time: 25 minutes

Teaching Procedures

1. Introduce the film and identify topic areas (the key
topic areas could be written on the chalkboard).

2. Show the film.

3. After viewing the film, solicit student comments
a nd discussion on key. topics.

4. Summarize the contents of the film.

44
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Availability of Films

"The Plan"a 3-minute trigger film
University of Wisconsin-Extension
Photographic Media Center

A5 North Charter Street
Madison, Wisconsin 53706
(Part of a four-film set of films
with Buzz, The Key and The Call)

"Such a Beautiful Day"
National Audiovisual Center
General Services Adtninistration
4205 Suitland RoK
Suitland, Maryland

Major Documents

(Cost445)

(Cost$70)

Communication Strategies on Alcohol and -Highway
Safety, IVniume IIHigh School Youth), Grey Adver-
tising, New York, New York (Final Report under
Contract No. DOT-HS-074.1-096), February 1975.
AvailableNational Technical Information Service, Doc-

ent Sales, 5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield,
ma

Finn, P and Platt, Judith, Alcohol and Alcohol ,Xery
(Volume I of II, Section D on Content Literature),
Abt Associates, Inc., Cambridge, Massachusetts IF met
Report under Contr'act No DOT-HS-800-705), Septem
ber 1972 AvailableSuperintendent of Documents,
U.S Government Printing Office, Washingtonf D C.
20402

Preusser, D. F , Oates, J. F., Jr., and Orban, Marlene S.,
Identification of Countermeasures for the Youth Crash
Problem Related to Alcohol, Dunlap and Associates,
Inc., Darien, Connecticut (Final Report under Contract
No. DOT-HS-099-3.747), September 1974.

. .
Voas: Robert B., Alcohol, Drugs and Young Drivers,
National Highway Traffic Safety. Administration,U.S.

of , Transportation, Washington, D.C.,
,

Department
May 1974

Resources by Segment

Segment One

Communication Strategies on Alcohol and Highway
Safety, (Volume II-High School Youth), Grey Adver-
tising, New York, New , York (Final Report under
Contract No. :DOT-HS-074-1-096), February 1975
AvailableNational Technical Information Service, Doc-
ument Sales, 5285 Pah Royal Road, Springfield,
Virginia.

Finn, P. and Platt, Judith, Alcohol and Alcohol Safety
(Volume I of II, Section D on Content Literature,
Abt Associates, Inc Cambridge, MassachOs'etts (Final
Report Under Contract No DOT-HS-800-705), Septem-
ber 1972. Available Supehntendent of Documents,

4uggested Resources

U.S. Government ,Printinf6tffice2 Washington, D.C.
20402.

Preu$er, D. F., Oates, J. F., Jr., and Organ, MarlenA
Identification of Countermeasures for the Youth Crash
Problem Related to Alcohol, Dunlap and Associates,
Inc Darien, Connecticut (Final Report under Contract
No. DOTHS-099-3-747), September-1974.

Segment Two

Allstate, The Drunk Driver May You (Pamphlet),
Allstate Insurance Companies, Northbrook, Illinois, n. d.

Finn, P. and Platt, Judith, Alcohol and Alcohol Safety
(Volume I of II, Section D on Content Literature), Abt
Associates, Inc Cambridge, Massachusetts 4Final Report
under Contract No. DOT-HS-800-705), September 1972.
AvailableSuperintendent of Documents, U.S. Govern-
ment printyg Office, Washington, D C. 2040?.

Greenberg, Leon A , What the Body Does With Alcohol,
Pop-ular Pamphlets on Alcohol, No. 4, Rutgers Univer-
sity, Center of Alcohol Studies, Rutgers, New Jersey,
1955

Keller, Mark, How Alcohol Affec. ts the Body, Popular
Pamphlet on Alcohol Problems, No 3, Rutgers Univer-
sity, Center of Alcohol Studies, Rutgers, New Jersey,
1955.

McCartky, Raymond G., Exploring Alcohol Questions,
Rutgers University, Center of Alcohol Studies, Rutgers,
New Jersq,..1970..

Milgram, Gail, What is Alcohol? and Why Do People
Drink?, Publications Division, Center of Alcohol StUdies,
Rutgers University, New Brunswick, New Jersey, 1975;

Segment Three

Bishop, R W., et al, A Reiource Curriculum in Driver
and Traffic Safety Education, Automotive s Safety
Flundation, Washington, D.C. ,

Finn, P and Platt, Judith, Alcohol and Alcohol Safety
(VolOrn-?1 of II, Section D on Content Lvterature,
Abt Associates, Inc., Cambridge, MassaChusetts (Final
Report under,Contract No. DOT-HS-800-705), Septem-
ber 1972: Available Superintendent of Documents:
U.S. Government Printing Office, Waihtngton, D.C.
20402. ,

Johnson,. Mane, Unpublished Teacher Material.

Segment Four

Accident Facts, National Safety .Council, Chicago,
Illinois, 1975.

American Automobile Association, Alcohol,'Vision and
Driving, American Automobile Association, Falls Church,
Virginia, 1975.

Bishop, R. W., Calvin, R. M., and. McPherson:K., Driving:
A Task-Analysis Approach, Rand McNally and Company,
1975 .
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Suggested Resodrces.
. .

.
Borkenstein, R. F., et al, The Role of the' ()finking
Driver in Traffic Accidents, giapartment of Police .
Administration, Indiana University, Bloomington, Indi-
ana, February 1964. .1°

Carnahan, J. E., et al, Police Alcohol Enforcement
Training. Student Manual, Highway Safety Center,
Michigan State University, Lansing, Michigan, November
1972.

Communication Strategies on Alcohol and Highway
S.pfety (Volume II-High Sshool Youth), GreyNAdver-
using, New' York,Aew York (Final Report under Con-
tract No DOT-HS-074-1-096), February 1975. Available

National Technical.,Information Service, Document
Sales, 5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield, Virginia.

Malfetti, J. L., et al, DWI Mini- Cours# for High School
Driver Education Programs, Instructor's Manual, Teachers
College, Columbia Unitieisity, New York, New York,
.1975

National Public Services Research Institute, Only One
for the Road, Wanual'prepared under Contract DOT-HS-
4-00817, 1976

Preusser, D F , Oates, J F , Jr., and Orban, Marlene S.,
Identificatipn of Countermeaiures for the Youth Crash
Problem Relatedto Alcohol, Dunlap and Associates,
Inc Darien, Connecticut 4Final Report under Contract
No.00.1 -HS -099- 3.747), September 1974.

Sggment Five
Accident Facts, National Safety Council, Chicago, Hli- -

nois 1975.

Carnahan, J.. E., et al.," Police Alcohol Enforcement
Training. Student Manual, Highway Safety Center,
Michigan State University, Lansing, Michigan, November
1972.

National Public Services . Research Institute, Only One
for the Road, Manual prepared under Contract No.'
DOT-HS-4-00817/1976

Virginia Driver's Manual, Commonwealth ofVirginia,
Division of Motor Vehicles, September 1974.

Segment Six

toskowitz, H., McGlothlin, W., and Hulbert, .S., The
lEffect of Marijuana Dosage on Driver Performance,
Institute of- Transportation and Traffic Engineering,
University of California, Los Angeles, California (Final.
Report under, Contract No. DOT-HS-150-2-236), Octo-
ber-19N.

Nichols, J. L.Drug Use and Highway Safety. A Review
of the Literature, University of Wisconsin, Stevens
Point, Wisconsin% (Final Report under Contract No.
DOT-HS-012-1-019), July 1971.

Nicholsoi L., Drugs and Driving, Matthew Bender and
Company, Inc., New York, New York, 1975.

-...,...4\\Thas, Robert B , Alcohol, Drugs and Young Drivers,
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National Highway. Traffic Safety Administration, p.s:
Department, of TOlansportation, "Washington, D.C.,
May 1974. ,

Waller, J. A., Lamborn, K. R., Steffeniagan, R. A.,
Marijuana and Driving Among Teenagers, Repeated Use
Patterns, Effects, and- Experiences Related to Driving,
Accident Aulysis and Prevention, Volume 6, No. 2,
October 1974.
SegMen1 Se$n

Communication Stragegies on Alcohol and Highway
Safety (VolUrne IIHigh School Youth), Grey Adver-
tising, Niw York," New York ,(Final Report Under
Contract No DOT-HS-074i1-096), February 1975.
AvailableNational Technical tnformation Service, Dbc-
ument Sales," 5285 Port Royal Road, Siiringfietd,

Finn, P. and Platt, Judith, Alcohol and Alcohol Safety
(Volume I of II, Section. D on Content Literature),
Abt Associates, Inc Cambridge, Massachusetts (Final
Rapor( under Contract No DOT-HS-806705), Septem-
ber 1972 Available Superintendent of umehts,...
U.S. Government printing Offic ingtorr, D.C.
20402.

McCarthy, Raymond G., Exploring Alcohol Q uestions,
Rutgers University, Center Of Alcohol Studies, Rutgers,
New Jersey, 1970

National Pubk Servi6es Research. Institute, Only One
for the Road, Manual prep ed undeirContract No.
fi0f-HS-4-00817, 1976.. .

Preusser D J. F., Jr., and Opban, Marlene %,
Identification ...of Countermeasul'es forithe Youth Crase
Problem Related t o ..Alcohol,., Dunlap and Associates,
Inc., Derien, Connecticut (Final, Report under Contract
No. DOT-HS-099-3-147), Seianber1974
Segment Eight

Communication Strategies on Alcohol and Highway.
Safety (Volume II-High School-VT:6th), -trey Adver-
tising, New York, New York (Final Report under
Contract No. DOT-HS-074.1-096), February 1275.
AvailableNational Technical Inforrriation Service, Doc,
umePit Sales, 5285 Port Royal Road: Springfield,
Virgrua. 4
Finn, P andPlatt, Judith, Alcohoand Alcohol Safety,
(Volume of II, Section D on 'Content Literature),
Abt Associates, Inc., Cambridge, Massachusetts (Final
Report untfer Contract No. DOT-IrIS.800-705), Septem-
ber 1972.. AvailableSuperirftendent of Documents,
U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.
20402% ,

'Preusser, 0, F., Oates, 111.!, Jr , and Orban, Marlene S.,.
Identification of Countermeasures for the Youth Crash
Problem Related to Alcohol, Dunlap and Associates,
Inc., DarienCcinnecticut, jFinal Report under Contract
No DOT -HS- 099 -3- 747),, September 1974.
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Alcohol Test

4 A

Title: Drinking Behavior

1. Which onthe following help you sober up?
,,,

a. Coffee
b Time -

, c Fresh air

2. The way the body handles al5phol:

a is basically the same for all' people

b ledifferent.forl'all people
c Depefils on age and sex

3. The body gets rid of moitalcohol by:

a. Digesting it

b Eliminating it
c Burning it

4. The peOtentage of-men drinkers is:

a. Greater than the percentage of women c-inkers

b. Abdut the same as the percentage of women
drinkeit

c Less. than the percentage of women drihkers

5. Alcohol affects behavior as soon as at reaches the:

a .Blood
b Bain
c Stomach

O. Which parrot the body gets-rid of about 90% of the,
alcohol consumed?

111 liquor
a. Stomach

14. Effects of alcohol baginafter:
b Liver

c Lungs
' 'a` One drink

b. Two drinks
7. For a perAli, of average weight, about 'A ounce of Three to four drinks

alcohol es the body in:

a One hour

Insyational Aids

AID

9. If a light person has the same number 4 drinktk a

heavier peison, the light person 'hill:

a Feel the effects ofelcohol faster
b. Have a igher percentage of alcohol in,the blood
c Befave e same way as the larger person

10. The thing that determines how &link a person is:
4

a Size of the drink -

b Amount of alcohol in the blood
c. Number of drinks ,

11. If a person eats when drinking, the foq$1:

a. Keeps alcohol from entering the bloodstream

b. Slows the rate at which alcohol enters the blood-_

stream

c. Has no effect at all

12. A standard 11A ounce shot of liquor has the same
amount of ohol as:

a One 12 ce beer

b Two 1 nce beers

c. Three 12 ounce beers

13. A rounce glass Of wine has:

a More alcohol than a 11/2 ounce of 1quor

lr Lesfalcohol than a 11/2 ounceof liquor
c. The same amount of alcohol as 1% ounces of

b Two hours
e Three hours

8. Youths' Sontact with drinking situations is:

a greater than adults

b Less than adults

c About the same as adults "

a

5)

15. If you add 1 ounce of wafer to 1 ounce of liquor,
the amount of alcohbl:

a. Increases

b. Decreases

c. Remains the same

I

I
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Instructional Aids

16. Which statement .accurStely describes the relation-
'ship between time'and blood alcohol concentration?'

a The -longer the time period in which ,drinking
curs, the, higher the blood alcohol ceicentration

b. The shorter 'the time period in which drinking
occurs, the higher the blood alcohol concentration

c. The shorter the time _period in which drinking
4 occurs, the.lowerr9-6Tood alcohol concentration

17. Alcohol is taken into the bloodstream:

a Indirectly
b. SIov of

c Quickty,i1

18. Judgment begins to be affected WI Ft:

a. One drink
b Three drinks
c Five drinks

19. When a drinker has trouble walking, alcohol is

affecting:

a Body muscles
b. Body tissues

c. The brain

20. What percentage of youth Can be considered non-
arinkers?

a About ore- fourth
b About one-half
c About three-foillths
Sc

I
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Alcohol Teit Form A

O
DO NOT WRITE ON THIS TEST, _Circle the correct answer

1. If you drink and plan to drive, the best viay to avoid
impaired driving is to:

a Stick to one kind of drink
' b. Set a limit before you start drinking

c. Stop drinking when you feel the effects ,

2.. The time it takes alcohol to leave the body:

a Can bq slowed

b Can be increased

c Cannot be changed

or

3. When the amount of alcohol in the blood is betkeen
.01% and .09%:-

a You can not be convicted of Driving While
Intoxicated

b You can bt convicted if your driving is affected
c. You will be convicted of Driving While Intbxi-

cated

4. Thealegal standard for impaired driving is:

a. 01 - 04% in the blood

b. 05 09%.alcohol in the blood

e 10% or greater alcohol in the blood

5. 'A drinker's aMotional state can:

Change the percentage of alcohol in the blood
b. Cause body tissuik to absorb more alcohol

c Alter the way alcohol affects the drinker

6. At .05% alcohol in the blood, side vision is reduced
by a
a 30%

b 60%
sip c 90%

7. After 2 drinks, which of the following persons
would have the lowest percentage of alcohol in the
blood?

a 10clipound person'

b 150-pound

c. 200-pound person

8. Which statement best describes the .effect of com
bining two drugs?'

a The effect is the same as the taken sep-
arately

b The effect is equal to the two taken separately
c The effect is greater than the two taken sep,

arately I

Instructional Aids

on the answer sheet.

9. A clue to spotting a drunk driver is:

a. Driver slumping in the seat

b. Driver talking to him/herself
c. Driver sitting up straight .

10. Which one of the following is most likely to be
used to determine how drunk a driver is?

a. The results of a breath test

b. Observations of the arresting officer

c The driver's ability to walk a straight line

11. How many of the people killed each yeir in alcohol-
related ac6dents had not been drinkingo

Na. One-fourth

b. One-half

c. Three-fourths

12. Alcohol isle:

a. Stimulant
b. Depressant

c Narcotic

13. Drugs are most commonly obtained:

a ThrduKllegal purchasbs,.
b, Through.overthe-counter purchases

c With a prescription

14. When the amount of alcohol in-the blood is less
than .04%, the risk of an accident for young drivers
is:

a. Greater than when not drinking

b. Less than when not drinking
c The same as when not drinking

15. The drinker most likelf to develop body tolerance
alcohol is:

a. A heavy drinker

b. A periodic drinker
c An inexperienced drinker

Alb

4

16. gich one of the following driv s is most likely to
be involved in an accident after rinking?

a A 30-year old person learning to drive
b. A 26-year old person with 10 years driving

experience
c A 30-year old person who has driven on and off

for the last TO years
.

51
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17. Witch one of the following best describes drinking
garbes?

a. The decision to drink is ft to the individual
b. The decision on how Mu to drink is not left,

to,the individual
c The decision on how much:to drink is left to the

41,
individual

19. Most people can be described as:

a Drug abusers

b Multiple drug users

c. Drug abstainers.

19. Which statement represents a common charaCter-
istic of youth alcohol-related crashes?

a. Single vehicle:on weekends .

b Multiple vehicle 'during the afternoon
c Driving alone and driving the speed

limit

20. Chemical tests:

a Are only used to establish

b. Can beused to establish "irfiltoence" or guilt
c. Can only be given by medical doctors

21. During which of the following time periods are
youth alcohol-related crashes most likely to occur?

a Afternoon (4 6 p.m.)

b Early evening (7 9 p m.)

c Late evening (after 10 p m.)

22. The percentage of alcohol in the blood for a person
of 120 pounds after 2 drinks in 1 hour would. be:

a. 02%
" b 06%

c. 10%

23. All drugs:

a Have side effects

-b. Are narcotics

c Have the same effect

24. If you are one drink over your limit; how long
should you wait before you drive? dr
a At least 30 minutes
b At least one hour,
c At least two hours

25. If you are with a person wild has .50% alcohol in
the blood, your major co,cern should be:

a Keeping the person entertained

b Getting medical attention
c. Providing alternatives to drinking

52

How many drivers who drink also drive after drink-
ing?

a. About one-fourth
b. About one--half

c. Abourthree-fourths

27. In a drinking situation, in order to tell how drunk a
Perscin is, you need to know. the person's weight
and:

a. The number of drinks 'and the amount of time
the person has been drinking.

b. The number of drinks and drinking experience of
the person I

c. What the person usually drinks when he/she gets
drunk

28. lo most states, drivers are presumed to be Driving
WhiIeJntoxicated with:

a.' .04% alcohol

b.,.08% alcohol

c. 10% alcohol

in the blood
in the blood

in the brood

29. When speed is, a factor in youth alcohol-related
crashes, the driver is usually traveling:

a Below the legal' speed lirrkit

b. At the 141 speed limit
c Above theI4gal speed limit

30. The effect of alcohol on how well you do a job will
show most on:

a Routine and-complicated jobs

b Routine and simple jobs
c New and complicated Jobs

7
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AlcohoiTest Form B
DO NOT WRITE ON.THIS TEST

1. Driving ability is affected by:

a. 1 drink in the body .

b 3 drinks in the body
C. 5 drinks in the body

......, ,
a

Instructional Aids

Circle the correarever on the answer sheet.
Ng

' 10 Which of the following is most likely to be a sign of
problem drinker?

.... a Drinks often and drinks alone 4411

b. Regularly drinks on weekends
c Drinks before and after dinner

11. Most Young drivers involyed,in alcohol- related ac:
=dents have a percentage-of alcohol in their blood

, .
between:

a 01% .04%

..05% .09%

c 10 %- .15%

2. Over the past five years, arrests for Driving While
Irltoxicated (DWI) have:

a Remained the same

b. Increased some

c Doubled

3. If the peArcentage of alcohol irithe blood is .30%, a
drinkes willpiritt likely:

a Feel relaxed and friendly

b Be in a coma,

c Staggerind bump into objects

4.4. driver is legally impaired when the percentage of
alcohol in the blood (BAC) reaches:

a 01%

b .05%
c 10%

5. Each time you drink the effects from alcohol ate.
most likely to be:

'a The same as before

b Less than before

c Changed by how you feel

6. The young - driver, alcohol-related accident rate is:,

a The same as for other drivers

b Greater than for other drivers
c Less than for other drivers

7. You should avoid using drugs if:

a They are prescription

b They are sold over the - counter

c 'hey interfere with what you have to do.

Ca

8. The evidence most likely to lead to a conviction
for drunk driving is:

a Your priosdrivrng record

b The officer s description of your driving
c Results from a breath test I

1

9. Almost everyone would be legally impaired with:

a 1-4 drinks in an hour

b 3-4 drinks in an hour
c 5-6 drinks in an hour

vi

I

12. Amphetamines or
driver because:

a They keep drivers from getting fired
b. They sbw down how fast drivers get tired

c They keep drivers from knowing how tired they

PeP pills can be dangerous for a

are .s.

13. Which of the following helps you sober up?

a. Exercise

b Time
c Fresh air

,
14. With .10% alcohol in the blood, the drinking driver's.

risk of an accident is:

a 3 times greater than when sober

b 6 times greater than when sober

c 9 times greater than when sober

15. Which of the following statements best describes
. people' who often drink large amounts of alcohol?

p .Alcohol no longer affects them

b Alcohol's effects last longer
c Alcohol still affects them

16. For young people alcohol is a factor in aboyt:

a 20% of the highway deaths
b. 40% of the highway deaths

c. 60% of the highway deaths

17. A tsanctuilizer is a:

a Upper

b Downer .
c Neutralizer

r.

f ; 0 . 1 53
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1l Which one of the following is best
Driving While Intoxicated?

a. Drive 10 mph beloW the speed limit

b Drive home on side streets

c. Stay overnight where yOu are drinking

19. Alcohol is. a factor iii'about hOw many highway
deaths?

preventing

a. 12,000 a year

b. '22,000 a yeLr

c' 42,000 a year

20. Which one of the following best -describes hold to
help 0 persOn who "passes out"?

a Put the person in a quiet bedroom and keep
people away

b Put the person in a cool place with fresh air

c Pui'the person in a quiet place and staywith the
person

I

21. Which one of the following driving abilities is most
by small amounts of alcohol?

a T a lay to tell one color from another
b The ability to tell one shape from another

c The ability to tell distance from an obi.
Alcohol Test
Form B-Page Four

22. Which of the following statements is it accurate
about drugs?

a They have no purpose bur have side effects

b. They have a purposeand have side effects

c They have a purpose and no she effects

23. Mr. Average would have' a.difficult time codrdinat-
ing hands and feet to do a Job:

a After one drinicin one hour
b After three drinks in one hour
c After five drinks in one hour

24. Drinking and driving acciddnts of young peoplei are
Most likely to involfe:

a Driving too fast
Er.Weaving in the lane',

c Crossing on a yellow light

25. The Implied Consent Law requireu

a. Drivers to take A test'for,Blood Alcohol Concen-
tration if arrested

b. Drivers be given a choice,,of the kind of BAC
test they take if arrest*

c Drivers to agree to take a test for BAC if arrested

54
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26: The protessibrial driv44 abilities to Control a car,
are:

a. Lessened by alcohol

b. Improved by alcohol
c. different after drinking

27. Which of the following best describes the effect Is,
prescription drugs on driving? ,

a. They are safe to take .

fib. They should be avoided
c. They can affect triving-ability

28. If you mix 1 ounce of liquor Witti1 ounce of soda,
the amount of alcohol: Are

a Increases

b. Decreases

c Remains the same

29. The flAt driving ability affected by alcohol, is:

a. Coordination
b. \I's:on
c. Judgment

.

30. The major advantage that experienced dtinkers have
over beginning &irikers is: 4.

a. They can drink more wit getting drunkI
b They are more likely to rec ize the effects of

alcohol

c They sober up faster

Andwar Sheet

Alcohol Test Form A Form

1. b 1. b 16. a 1. a 16. c
2. a 2. c 17. b 2. c 17. b

3. b 18. b 3. b. 18. c
4 a 4. b 19. a 4. b 19. b
5. b 5. c 20. b 5. c 20.

6. I, 6. a 21. c 6. b 21. c
7. a 7. c 22. b 7. c 22. b
8. c c 23. a 8. c
9.b 9. a 24. b. 9. b 2243. ac

10. b 10.. a 25, b 10. a 25. c
11. b 11. b 26 b 11, a 26. a
12. a 12. b 27 a 12. c 27. c
13. c 13 b 28 c 13. b 28. c
14. a 14. a 29. c 14. b 29. c
15. c 15. a 30. c 15. c 30. b
16 b
17, c
18. a
19. c
20. b
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Drinking Be vior

.The Scapa

Laura's folks were hesitant to let her have a party.
They had heard about parties getting out cifhand and
the policekieing, called. But Laura said Steve would be
there to .keep an- eye on things. Laura's folks liked
Steve Heseemed responsible and, as far as they knew,

didnit drink. So the party was on.
Laura put out lots of chips and crackers along with

things for sandwiches. There were plenty of sof4ledfxks.
She wanted to provide beer but her father wo t let
her However, he said he didn't object if people brought
their own.

R is good that he
guys arrived with some

dn't object since most of the
ng. Brian and Danny went in

together onlIcase of beer. Brian can really put it away.
two oft three six packs in an- evening Isn't unusual. But
he can also hold it' At the end of the evening you'd
never know he'd been drinking. -

Danny can't drink nearly/ as.much as Brian, True,
he can out-chutirian. However, after four or five rs,
he is pretty silly That doesn't bother him. As he ys,-,--,
"Why pay all that money for beer if you don's get any. ', Danny
thing out of 1%7" .. Tom

Only 1 couple of guys brought hard stop. WI
came with a half pint of bourbon, "to help me loan
up Tom's generally a lather shy person and he does
seem to have a lot more fun after few drinks. He fig
ures if he only brings half a pint, he win't be tempted
to drink any more than that.a- Juan also shy. He 'takes his bottle into a corner
and just ches people. He is a "loner" at a party. No
one really knows whether he gets drunkor not.

Steve did a good job of keeping things under cork
trol. 1-le didn't touch a drop. When someone tried to
push a drink on him, he said, "I don't particularly like
the taste, and the feeling is even worse." Laura feels the
same way as Steve. However, she was afraid that if she
didn't drink, the gang might take it as a put-down. So,
she sipped On. a glass of ginger ale, letting people think
It was a drink.

The Only one to giveSteveanif trouble was Claudell
not only because he drank too much, but because he
kept bugging Francine to -take a drink He kept at her
saying, "Come on Francine, one drink isn't going to kill
you Steve asked Claudeli to leave her alone, and Clau
dell got a little hot about it. It Was Francine who ended
it She grabbed Claudell's glass,siivilled it down, andsatd,
"Does that make yOu happy?"

Instructonal Aids

AID

The only one who got really noisy was Sally. She
can't handle alcohol ,fly has more than a fewpps
:from ber da ass so as it.9 be sociable. Tonight she
had 4 f sips too many and got into a laughing-crying.
pip. Unfortunately, they were just helping her to Steve's
car when Laura's folks came home. they weren't too
pleased.

Ch ter Analysis

Characters Behavior

Laud Doesn't .drank, but is a little embarrassed to
let people know it

Steve Doesn't drink and doesn't hesitate to say so.

Brian 'Drinks and brags about it as a matter of
pride.

_prfnks'to feel the effect.

Usually shy, feels he needs to drink to feel
comfortable.

Preferi- to drink by himself,;even at parties.

j.
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Juati

ClaufleH .Jsn't reatilp. comfortable if others aren't

Francine

drinking. ,

Dbesn't want to drink but can be forced
,intoit.

Sally Likesto'drink a little, bit doesn't want to
bother people with het drinking.

55



Intoxo Game
4*

Questions and Answers

1. Learned responses_affec:rfd by a small amount of al-
cohol are social inhibitions .

2. At a BAC of .30% what is most likely?. coma.

3. For an average weight person; what ability is af-
fected after four drinks? seeing

4. Alcohol enters the bloodstream quickly

5. Wher; in the body does oxidation occur? liver

6., If yoU haven't been drinkingp /hat is your BAC?
.00%

17. Behavior is affected when,,,alcohol reaches what
organ of the body? brain

8. One and oneiliatf ounces of 80 -proof $iskey is the
same as how many 12 ounce beers? one

9 It slows alcohol's entry into the bloodstream-.

10 What is the only thing that really sobers you up?.
time

11. Alcohol leaves the body t ough the process of
oxidation .

0

a
*46

instructiorial Aids

AID
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12. A drink that some people incorrectly believe is less
intoxicating than other drinks. beer

13. Blood Alcdhol Concentration depends upon the
;mount of alcohol, drinking time, and weight .

14. A 5-ounce glass of wine is equal to 1-54 ounces'

*.hkey.
15. For an average weight person, judgment is no

longer sound after three firinks.

16. Alcohol is distributed throughout the body by the
idoodstleam

17. The liver burns about 3: drinks ig an hour.

18 Alcohol acts on the body as a depressant .

19. The percentage of alcohol in the body may be ac-
curately measured by taking a sample of any body

fluid -

N..) Five glasses of wine are equal to five beers. (12
ounce)

-
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DWI G,me

Componers

I

A

Gameboard-One copy of the gameboard should be pro-
vided for every 3-4 student, players. Multiple copies of
the gaineboard have to be provided for the class.

Dice-One die or any technique that provides fOr.c15ance
advantement of players around the gameboard can be
used.

Player Tokens - tokens are required to identify individ-
ual players and the player's position on the gameboard.
Coins are identified for use as tokens in the game in-
structions Paper chips or other markers can be used.

32 Party Cards-Party Clitds indicate 'the number of
drinks each player has consumed in one hour. Party
Cards allow players to compute their BAC at any point
airring the game. (Place gamecards on different colored
paper )

16 Action Cards-These cards re uire players to take
some action during the game. Playe s may have to take a
breath fest", move to the next party, or draw more Party
Cards.

8 Trading Cards-Trading Cards are used whenever a
player wishes to turn in a two-drink Party Card for two
one-drink Trading Cajds Trading Cards serve as Party
Card! when held in a player'shand.

BAC Chart -The BAC 'Chart is needed,so players can
compute their percentage Blood Alcohol Concentration

, wl3en required during the game. Players can usethe BAC
Chart contained in the Manual. .

.Game Instructions-Game Instructions to be read by the
ittrachel to the players are provided.

Instructions

-e,"/a
Instructional Aids

AID

Iv

he number of spaces youmoire is decided by the roll
of the die.

5. When you move-to a square, you will receive instruc-
tions. You May draw a Party Card, draw an Action
Card, take a Breath Test, skip a turn-or a combina-
tion of these. The instructions on the board are coded
by a letter. The explanation for the letters a h are
written on the gameboard. The instructions on how
to take a breath test pre also on the board. u may
be sent from one square to another square- ke sure
you follow the instructions on all squa

6. 'Always draw the top card from the car stacks. Re-
turn cards to the bottom of the stack.

7. Each time you advance past squares 10, 20, and 30
on the roll of the die, yam cart return a one-drink
Party Card to the bottom of the Party Card stack.
Each of these squares means that one hour has gone
by. If you forget to return a carjl, you cannot return
it later. If you hold only two-drink Party Cards, you-
tan exchange one two-drink Party Card for two one
drink Trading Cards in the Trading Card stack, When °
you hold Trading Cards, they are used as Party Cards-
each Trading Card is equal to one drink. ,

8 If all players lose a turn, ue the game pit', the
first p n who lost a tur

9. If at a ime during the game your Party Cards equal
more an eight drinks yOu are automatically con-
victed of DWI and your driver's license is revoked.
The other players can decide to: (a) let you sit and
watch or (b) reinstate your license by having you re-
turn alt your Party Cards to the bottom of the Party
Card stack and start the game atain at Start with four
new Party Cards.

1 You are at.a party. One person in each group is a
-Player-host The host deals four Party faerds to
each player These four Party Cards tell you how
many drinks you have had at the party in one hour's
time

2 Each player computes his or her BAC percentage
from the BAC Chart

3 The.,player on the host's left begins play. Play con-
tinues to the left.

or

6
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Instrudtions
A-Advance one space
B-Advance three spaces
C-Backup two spaces

D-Skip one turn
k-Draw one Party Card
F-Draw one Action Card
G-Return a one-drink Party

Card to bottom of stack

H-If BAC is -> 0:4°4*
go back 3 sp
If < 05%, advance
3 spacos

If BAC",05%
go to 1
If BAC< 02%

- go to 7

3

No lights
if BAd''..05%
take one
Action Card

4

Decision
EorF

5 16g

Decision
EorF

Accident If BAC<,02%
take a shortcut

Police Station. r
Food and Rest

H Slop

DWI School 0 and G

9 12 13

Decision
EorF

14

Accident ahead
D and G

Breath Test
Take the bus
for 3 spaces

Means greater pan
< Means less than

Breath Test
Count the number of
drinks in your hand and
usttfui RAC Chart to
calculate your BAC
Results - If BAC is 05%
or civ or, return to last
party anctfollow
instructions

If BACCO2%
take a shortcut
on next turn

Breath Test

Accident ahead
D and G

20

Breath Test

21

Decision

E or F

31

BAC1/4> 05%
return to
spac.o 11

19

Decision
,EorF

Accident
Flat Tire
G and

Short Cut/

Green Light

18

Accident

111

23

Ride with
friend to 29
Drop, I
Drink Card

25

School
Parking Lot

Z6

Friend's
House

15

Party

E and F

17

If BAC >05%
take a
Detour

24

16

Decision

EorF

Accident
Iowa turn Party

E and F

Decision

EorF
Food and Rest

D and G

I27 I)

CCt

le

4

a

4

I !
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." ACTION

Takp A One Hour
Nap.

SkiviTum.
Return A One
Drink, Party Card.

-ACTION
.

You Are
Suspected -Or
DWI.

If BAC>.05`1/0
. Go Back TO Last-
4 Breath Tis(k. ,

ACTION

t-Sober Up. Go
Back To Last, .
Party. Ignore
IristructionS.

Misi A Turn. .

Then Turn In Two
Drinks Worth Of
Party Cards.

If BAC is .00%
AdvanCe To Next
Party.

Ilomm 4mm

ACTION

Sober Up. Go
Back To Last
Party. Ignore
Instructions.

Miss A Turn.
Then Turn In Two
Drinks Worth Of
Party Cards.

If BAC is '700`1/0
Advance To Next
Party.

ACTION

Go Directly To ;.
School Parking
Lot #26.

'Draw Twb Party
Cards From The
Stk.
Return Aotioil
card.Tp Bottom
Of Stack.

'

.11, =NEM,

. ACTION

Know Your BAC.

If' Ydu K now
Your BAC /
Without Looking'
At The BAC
Chart Advance £
Space. ,

1

=II= 111.1110

A .4

ACTION

000d Decision.

Return)A One,
Drink Party Card
For Each Turn
You Are Willing

. To Skip

1
I

ACTION

Nal

'9 Good Decision.
Return A One

'Drink Party Card
For Each Turn
You Are'Willing
TO Skip.

C) fs
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ACTION

BAC> .10% go
To DWI School.

Skip 1 Tum And
Ask One Player
To Select One '
Party Card From
Your Hand.

.1

. ACTI0

Keep Drunk
Drivers Off The
Road. ,

Player With
Highest BAC
Returns A One
Drink Party bard.

:

I

J

n""

ACTION

You Want To
Avoid DWI.

If BAC Is>.05%
Turn In All Party
Card
Return To Start
And Start Again
With No Drinks.

1
ACTION

A Friend Has
car Trouble. You
Stop To Help
Him.

If You Are .05%
BAC or Over,
Lose 2 Turns
And Return A:
One Drink,Card.

If Under .05%\
BAC .Fix It Fast
And Lose NO ,

Turns.

ACTION .

Take A Oneiaiur
Nap.

Skip 1 Turn.

Return ,A One
Drink Party Card.

a

ACTION .411-i

A Police Officer
Passes You On
The Road. If You
Are .05% BAC-

-Or Oyer, He
Sends You ,Back
2 Spaces:

If You Are Under
, .05% BACHe

Waves YOu
Ahead 2 Spaces.

ACTION

Go Directly To
School Parking
Lot #26.

Draw Two Party \.
, Cards From The
Stack.

Return Action
Card To Bottorn
Of Stack.

I

ACTION

You Are
Suspected Of
DWI.

Om Directly To
Police.Station
Squire #12.'

And Follow
Instructions.,
There.

.111= .mm odor ms..` ....
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No Thanks
I've Had
Enough
For Right
Now
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1

1 Party 1

1 Wine
1

I

1

Ii
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Party

NO Thanks
I've I-Lad

--Enough .

For Right
Now
. 4

1

r

1

Party .

No Thanks
I've Had
Enough --
For Right
Now

4

r.
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m
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&' local Drinking Pattern.. * .

a

4

-

insektional Aids.

AID

_

CATEGORIES;
, .

. .
.

- ITEM
.. . TALLY , TONAL

. . Home
,

,
..

'WHERE
-Parties ,- ,

. -

Bars .

. .

F- Sports events
.

.
,

.

t.
Other

. . '

WHEN
r .

.,
.

Day " .

.

...._
.

Evening
.

Weekend
.

..

,

, -
HOW MUCH

(AT ONETIME)
.

. .

.

; e
2 -3 drinks

.
.

-4 -5 drinks
. ,

6 or.morgerinks

.

HOW OFT&

, t ,

.

_

Every day
. .

'..,
..1-- .

,

Once'a week
.

.

2-3 times a week ,, .

Once a month
.

i.
_.

, _

Twice a month
. .. .,

,. .

WHAT.

Beet .

Wine .

lr! liquor
(7ftkey, gin., etc.)

i',
' : ,

p..

k

75-
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O

A

. CATEGORIES ITEM

If

4

TALLY

t

'%*,

TOTAL
r

"

.0..4

' 1 .-

I
REASON FOR ,

\ DRINKING

v.

.

, .
. .

Because otherszlo ':'

II Ir
.

h.

.

.. ,
celebrate, .

.
.

.

. . ..
I

.FrOr..the feel*
-.

1
.

V '

Other .
. 1

5

DQ4'T DRiNK

. "

Quit dririiiing
Ni

. .

. .

Never did drink .
_

+..

.

. ,

. .

.
. .

4`I

.

.,

Bad taste
C . .

IP' .

.

Feeling .
.
,

( . -

..

,.
-

Cost,
.'.

---

.
.

.
}.

.

-. ..

RtASON FOR
NOTDRiiiKING,

e

.

$

Not allowed

.

. -

,

,
;

,,

-

-
.

Illegal :

.. .

. '
Bad for health

. . . .
.

.
.

$,

No raison td drink, .

.

.

.

.

. Other -

, ,

i.

$

.

. -.4
.. .

1

.

ft

415

- .5

V.

a

4



Eft

Self-Test

foe.

'

descriptions
- .

1. Read the descriptions in Column A-and select the items that match them frpm Column B.
t

, COLUMN A. ..

11) the effects of too much drinking

a (2) percentage of alcohol oxidized in one hour it
I (3) amount of alcohol in the body . k,

n (4) process by which alcohol enters the bloodstream.

k (5.7 time, number of do , and determine-1)0+e

.16) level...of BAC at which one is near death .

l ), number which

oStjuadlcPhenolt,begins

to be affected

C (9) drink that some people falsely believe isless intoxicating than other_drinks`

d '1101 behaVioeis affected when alcohol reaches this bddy part,

7\t

2. Wtih of the following has the gr test amount of alcohol?

0 Four 12-ounce beers

b. Two 5-ounce glasses of w

c. Two 1Y2-oUnce glasses of -proof gin

1. Which of the following havthe same amount ofalcohol?

. a Three 12-ounce beers
. -

Two 5-ounce glasses of wine

0 Two 11/2-ounce grasses of '80-proof qin

:4. YiMcti of the following has"the least amount of alcohol?

(a). Two 5-oUnce glasses of wine

b. Three 12-ourice bee.rs

c. Three 11/2-ounce glasses tif whiskey

5. :42 ounces Oiler = 5 ounces wine = 134 ..ounces liquor (80 prd0f)

Mft
ire 4

.

f

!nitriytteeal Aids
. ,

?-
.

AID

VI
i

COL114N B.

.a. .015%

c.

d.
e.

f.

9

exercise

beer

brain
liver

four

oxidation
h. mixed drink
i. intoxication

BAC

k. weight
I one

m. stomach
n. absorption

0. .50% BAC
I

-

7

L
R.

.1b



Beat The 'Clock

Basic information

1

V`44,

° Instructional Aids
ta

,a
AID.- is

VII

.
Standar Diirnic, Oxidation Rite Guidd for Under the Influence

.

11/2 oz. liquor or

5 oilowine or

12 oz. beer
. ./-

, ' .,015% BAC

, per hour
A 'A

.

- .01 ' 04% affected

.05 .09% impaired

.10% . intoxicated

'

Using y ur,wefght, identify your BAC,sand whether you would be affected;rpaired, or intoxicated.

e drink in one hour, BAC

Two drinks in One hour =. BAC
.. . il'fFcTR impairR..

Three drinks in one hour = BAC
affected impaired

lk.
4 Foor diinks in one hour := - BAC

1 . affected ° ipair_1
. -

Three drinks in two hours --i n) BAC,
i.fted impaired intoxic t

-

..
.

° Four d ks im three hours = BAer . .
',fr.,

a ,_ 4 affected !plowed
.

k

Four drinks in fdur hours =- BAS

affected , impaired intoxicated-
Intoxicated

. intoxicated

,

2 For 41 above; identify the BACs 14 you teel are higlitirthan you care.to drink.

affected impaired intoxica

xii, At 16%. ',hairs are required to rower BAC to :1:72%.,
./1 . 7.,

. ,' ,
) f. At .10%, , hours are required, to lower BAC to .04%.

7.
, ,.. r 't ,

I
At .10%, hours are recto wed` to lbw& BAC to .02%.

r
At 12% hours are required to lower B-AC,to 00%. .

.
0 ,

I

11%.
4

a.



Instructional Aids

4. After drink's in one hour, your BAC would be about .05%.

After drinks in two hours, your BAC would Pe about..10%
.

After - drinks in three hOurs, your BAC would,,be about .08%.

N. At .05% BAC, how do you'think each of the following would change t:ie way you act?

4,
'. a. Important party

le.
.6

,-
.

c. E d of school .

cl, Failed final exam

ee New car

f New iota

g. Angry

h. Sacred

-1. Sick

80

4

re

\' A

t

I



BAC CHART

s

Instructional Aids 7

.;#

After
Nowt'

1 Drink 2 Drinks 3 Drinks - 4 Drinks-
4 3 2 1 4 ., 3 2 .,1 4. .3 2 4 3 2 1

Weighs
(lbs.)

80

'
- tO

-- .

-, - 05

,

sib

.08 .07 :10 10 .10 .12 12 15 .15

100 - 02 04 06 05 .07 08 09 :09 10 12 .13

120 02 - .03 .04 .03 04. .06 .08 .06 .08 09 11

Di 01 - 02 04 02 .03 '05 .06 '04 06' 08 09

'160 01 02 03 , .01 02 04 05 .03 .04 06.,-,.08

180 -, 01 - 01 th, 02 03 .04 02 04 05 07

200 - .
.01 02 01, 03 x\.04 01 .03 .04 06

, .

After
HOurs

, 5 Drinks 4- 6 Drinks ° 7 prink . kgfillnks
.

2 . 1 4111111\'3 2 r
1 '3 2 4 3 2. 1

Weight
(ibs )

80 .17 17

.

19 .70

\

'.19 .22' 22, 25 ' 25 .27 .27 30

, ..

.29 .30 .32

s

,.33 11

100 13 , 14 16 17, 16 18 .19 21 .2,0 ..22 .23 25 .24 .25 27' .28

120 03 11 13 ".14 ,13 14 .16 .17 15 ,17 ,19 20 _19 20 .22 23

140 - 07 '.09 .10 12 .10 12 .13 .15 .13 .14 :16 .17 15 17 .18 .?0..,

160 .06 07 ,.09 10 .08 .09 .11 .1 .10 ;12 .13. .15 .13. i-14 .16, .17

.180 04 06 .437 08 .06 .08. 09, 10 .12 .13 .11 ,12 .14 .16

44 200 ,,03 '.04 06 08 05 07 .08 09 09 10 .12 .09 1q
4

,13

Numbers'ecal the percentage of 'alcohol in the blood. Dash l-) = a trace of alcohcr

6

2

.7. s

y.

81
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I

Alcohol Plius You

1

brinks end Time -etqlfi

IM11141..

Four beers iniwo
hours . .

r J

instructional Aids .

,AID

VIII

i?

L

beers in two
hours

2

1/2 pint of clin over one
hour 11/2 pint = 8 oz.
of gin)

r-

J-

Six beers In two hours
)

1/2 pint of whipkey
over.two hour (1/ pint

8 tip, of whiskey)

9
4t

Three beers in.
hour

5

Two beers in one hotly

'
. .

mai

Three glasses of wine
(5 oz.) in one hour

,t'

I

F

.
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Instructional Aids

r

On an empty
stomach

I

Factors Cards

While lo e u have ,

lunch

4

Your rarents appear
at your party_ t

You're with a
groupyou don't
know anyone

111

1

Your date caused a
row and let; the-,
party with someone
else

You're at a party
it's not any fun

11.

5,

At a party
celebrating your
18th birthday

You just learned
,ou failed your
math final .

You are due at an
important job

'interview in 15
minutes

N./

L

0

0

A policeman stops
you

I

I-

I

You juit learned
you made an "A"
on your math lest

Your boss wants to
sere you

dot

fi



SelfTest

4

You are drinking with a group of friends. They are:
Feather (110 pounds and under), Middle (over 110
pounds and up to 170 pounds), and Heavy (over 170
pounds)You have to answer for everyone. check
yourself, .refer to the answers at the end of the Self -Test.

1. You each had three drinks in two hours. Who oan
avoid impaired driving. (.05% BAC)?

Feather

Middle

Heavy

2 You are with the same group. Each had.four drinks
in four hours. Who can avoid impaired driving (.Q5%
BAC)?

Feather

Middle

Heavy

3 This time your group each had five drinks in fosur
hours, Who can avoid impaired driving (.05% BAC)?

Feather

Middle

Heavy

4 Your group' planned on having a couple of drinks. No
one was in a hurry. Everyone Ang around, for four
hours Some drank moire than planned. Feather had
three drinks Middle had five drinks. Heavy had seven
drinks,'Who can avoid impaired driving ,(.05% BAC)?

Feathrov

Middle

Heavy .

5 Use your own weight. You want to use time non-
drinking time so that you can drive with p BAC of
.00%. You did brie drinking in one hour. You can
use the BAC Chart. Keep in mind ,that BAC drops
.015 %pr three-tourths'of a drink in one hour.,-

/

0

95

4-

Instructional Aids

For < the following numkt yf -4rinkk.
hours (can be fractions of an hour) must
for your BAC. to be .00%?

One drir-h*?

Two drinks? hdrsrs

Three drinks? 'hours

Four drinks?' hours,

Five drinks? hours.

hoUrs

Six drinks? hours

6. Suppose you set your limit at a BAC of 02%. You
drank for one sour. For the following number of
drinks, how , many hours (can be fractions of an'
hour) 'must you wait for your BAC to be .02%?

Two drinks? hours

4

Three drinks? hours

Four drinks?

Five,drinks?.

hours

hours

Six drinks?" hours

4*

.

85
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Instructional Aids

,Self-Test

AnIwers

_Question 1 :140

Feather No

Middle No at 120 and 140, yestat 160_(the best answer is no).
Heavy Y4es.

Question 2

Feather No

Middle No at 120, yes A 140 and 160 (best answer is yes)
Heavy Yes

Question 3

,Feathee No

,Lliddle No

Heavy Yes

Question 4

vI

Feather

Middle No
Heavy .# No

Question 5

80 pou26. Hours

100 pOt.ns Hotirs

120 pounds . Hours

140 pounds Hotirs

160 pounds Hours

180 pounds, Hours

200.pounds Hours

Questioh 6

A 80 poUrids Voul&

ANO pounds Hours

70 pounds Hours

'.140 pounds. Hours

160 pounds Hours

180 pounds I-fours

200 pounds Hours

-

1 2 A
11/3 51/3

11/3 4

11/3 22/3
2/3 22/3 4
2/3 2 31/3

2/3 . 2

0 11/3

Number of Drinks

3

62/3'
6
51/3

4

10

82/3

71/3

62./3

22/3 42/3

22/3 4

e

4 Pi° 51/3

22/3\ 42/3

11/3 6 4

1i/3
2/3 2
2/3 11/3

0 , 11/3,

4

ar

82/3,
71/3 *

42/3

4 -ok
3i/3'
22/3/

5

131/3"

111/3
91/

8

62/3

51/.3

14

111p
10

82/3

7.1;'

6
z,

12 151/3.

10 1224
8 10

62/3
- 831

51/3 .. 71/2
42,1 6

4 \ 42/3

. -

-v t

*4

I.
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Decision Point

Situations and Answers

Situation 1
*./

"Merle played poker41.th the guys every Saturday
night front 8-12 p ,11 They had set midnight as the quit-
ling time so that the guys losing money wouldn't want;
to Play all night 'to get even. Merle stopped to see Nsi
girlfriend before heading for the game: She was tired of
his playing' poker every Saturday night and told him he
had better be back by 10 p.m to spend sometime with
her She.adcled that he had better not be drunk: Merle'
asked iflhat meant he couldn't drink, becpse the guys
alWays drank, a hot beer at, the poker game, She said
drinking was okay, but getting drunk was not

Merle spent his first hour worryieg about telling the
guys he had to leave early He had three drinks between
9 and 10 p m because he wanted to drink what he had
paid for before he left It is 10 p m. What should Merle
do? What could he have done?

Answer 1

Merle should call his girlfriend-and tell her be

at her house at 11 p m

Situation 2

Annie had been home all week with a cold. She
went to school Friday so she cduld 'go to a party that
night She was known around school as Big Annie
She was a mighty hefty woman, and at parties was
called "Six -Pack Annie

Annie grabbed her coat and: aseasual, her six-pack
and heided out to the car On her way to the party, she
realized thtt she was still feeling pretty weak

Mnie and her six-pack always got.a big -laugh at
parties: Somebody /Always made sure she finished "it.
Annie kept feeling worse and worse. As the party started
to break up, she felt-naUseous

As she picked up her.coat to leave, Joe pointed out
Annie had drunk only four beers What should

Angie do? What should she have done?

Answer 2

Annie should not drink the °trier, two beers She
should ask someone to see tliat she gets home

Situation 3

Sally's parents had told her she couldn't go to
Sam's party Saturday because there would be drinking

ti

V .

Instructional Aids

AID

x

But they clianod their minds at 1.0 p m, that night and
said she could go if she was home by midnight. She
knew shellac] better be home on tirrie because this was
the first time she had been allowed too to a drinking

party, and on top of itshe was taking the car. .
When Sally got to the party, she decided to catch

up She had just finished her third screwdriver when Sam.
said, "Hey, your glass is empty, let me get you another
drink Sally glanced at her watch and noticed it was 11
p.m What should Sally do? What should she have done?'

Answer 3

Sally should not have another drink She has had
three drinks in ,one hour If under 160 pounds, she is
impaired She will probably still be impaired at mid-
-night: She should call her parents and ask to stay longer
until she'can drive Safely.''

Situation 4

Sarah rode wit Judy to the party. They agreed to
leave in three hoOrs.

Judy knew she could have three drinks in three
hours Because she wanted to get high, she drank all
three right away

Sarah came to her an hour later, very upset, and
wanted to leave immediately. Judy knew she should wait
another hour. Sarah started to walk out the door to the
car What should Judy do?

Answer 4

Judy 'should go out and speak to her friend'Sarale
She should wait another hour bear* driving. ff Sarah in-
sists on leaving, Sarah should try to find a sober person
to drive her home.

X87
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Youth and Alcohol-Related Situations

Situations To Analyze and Outcome Statements
.1*

Situation 1 (Vi;ual J1)

Car 1 was travelling south on a two-lane highway. It
was 10 p.m. The driVer of Car 1 was travelling at 55
mph. His car was weaving in the lane. The driver of Car 2
was travelling north on the'same highway at'a somewhat
slower speed. They approached a curve from opposite
directions ,

Outcome 1 (Visual 01)
f

The accident investigation report stated that as Car
2 entered the curve, the driver of Car 2 1 partly

ryin her lane. Car 2 swerved to the rig toward the
shOulder and began braking,, assuming, tie driver of Car 1
would steer sack into his 'own lane. Car 1 kept coming
and hit Car 2.

Situation 2-(Visual J2)

Driver ipf Car 2 had been drinking while at lunch.
She was driving north on a fourlane divided highway.
She planned to turn left into a shopping center across
two lanes of traffic. Car 3 was travelling south about to
pass Car 1

Driver of Car 1 was southbound waiting to turn left.
Both turning cars (Car 1 and Car 2) were blocking the
other's view, to some extent.

The driver of Car 2 makes a left turn.

Outcome2 (Visual 02)

The police report. indicated that the driver of Car 2
was not looking out-for oncoming traffic. The driver's
altertness may have been impaired by alcohol. Car 3
struck Car 2 in the right rear Neither driver suffered
serious injury There was minor damage to each car

Situation 3 (Visual J3)
s

The driver of Car 1 was stopped behind traffic wait-
ing for the signal at the intersection to change.

Car 2 was travelling westbound' on 10th Street The
drives had been up alLnightstudying for his last exam
which he finished that afternoon. After the exam he had
stopped for a couple of beers with friends. Fie Was travel-
ling 5 miles over the speed limit.

Car 2 is coming up on cars stopped for the signal

Outcome 3 (Visual 03)

The poke investigation shovtied that the driver of

Instructional Aids

AID

Car 2 had been inattentive as he we &lying. He did not
see Car 1 until it was too late. Even though the driver of
Car 2 applied the'brakes, he hit Car 1.

Situation4 ('Visual J4) .

Car 1 was travelling Westbound going about 30
mph on a neighborhood street.' The driver of Car :I had
One drink before leaving home. He was trying to been
time for a 9 p.m. dinner with friends.

Lhere was a stop sign a block away.
Cars were perked on both siOes of the street. The

driver of Car 1 saw the door of one of the Irked cars
-suddenly opeA.

Outcome 4 (Visual 04)

The policedocket indicated that /he driver of Car 1
had to brake hard to keep from taking off the car door.
Minor damage resulted to ttie parked vehicle. The driver
of Car 1 did not receive a ttdket.

OW
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The Plan

Discussion Questions

I

r

/ .

Why does Shag resist thepressure frSm his. friends to frive3

-.04*

Instructional Aids

AID,

xi'
7

Do you think anyone -going to the party will Fimit his drinking to avbid(dtivingwhilfaffecte,d? Impaired? Intoxi-
cated? . .

3 How could the party-goers limit their drinking to avoid impat driving?

4 Which ways of limiting drinking before driving do you think would work in this party setting?

ti

t.

\

I

N#

ft ft
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CAN -LAws a

-
: - 7

-
; .

v./ ^ -

.
Discussion Questions'

I

L A".

4 ,

1. What are the legal limits for driving under the influence of alcohol?

.2. When and under,what conditions are drivers required to take a chemrcal test?
.

3. What rights, do drivers have when suspected of drinking and driving'

4 What arethe penalties for Dik---filpffense? Second offense?

. 5. Are there alternative penalties for OW l? ,
b
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Drinking and Driving

Situations, and Questions

Situation 1

r.

You're drinking at a fand't home4One drink leads
-to another and before`yo4 ow rt everyont Was finished
a six-pack.Thegroup decides to get mdte to drink. On
the way to the liquor stoi:e_you runa redidhtifou,see
a police car,,in your rearview mirror. ,

1. What will the officer do?

2 What could be more serious than getting stopped?

Situation 2

You ckink too much ighile partying at a 'friends
house. In -fact, you-feel sick. To make matters w
you promiski to be hom'e with the car by 9 p.m. It is
already 9:30 rlife. To top it off, your parents said not

2" '.***

4r=

As.

to drink
. .. .

'I What are your alternatives to drivNg?

2. Whet is`the best altetnbtive? . It
.3 ,,Wtiich alternative would be most, difficult for

`OWto carry out?' - v . Abo,
.._,..-- ,

Situation 3 -
. ,

You have had a few beers W friends: You feelwpb
'great' But, you've got- the fern!' car to worry about.

iYoU don't want to run the risk of being grounded.
You decide to go, home. You ate a little concerned,

howeverlircause you'll be driving alone And, the trip
inotudes a tenmile stretch of freeway.

' You're driving down the fre y whet' all of a sud-
den you hear a siren 'A police r- is signalling you to
pull over, A quick look of the speedometer tells you
that you are going nearly 65 tnph. \ .

1,. What risks did you take when you decided to
. drive Ome? . .

4
2 Mow could you have reduced the risk's involved?

.. ,

Or
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The Dr Mking Scene

Drinking Scenelk. .
Scene 1 ------

It was a party that everyone deserved, _:There was
plenty of beer and other drinks. As usual, Sarah was
drinking diet soda; Molly, who would drink for any
reason, offered Sa'rah a beer: "(,et with it. Have a beer!
It's notevery day that we get together!" "You're right,"
agreed Sarah with a smite.

-
"I'm going all out. Would you

believe this is second soda?" "Then it's time for a
beer," prompted Molly. "Can't think of a better time to
start" "No thanks," said Sarah, "I'd sooner eat. And
besides, I'm saving my share of beer for Alice." Molly
glanced at Alice and noticed a beer in each of her hands,
smiled add said, "At least she drinks her share."

Scenes2

Like Alice, David ores well on the way to getting
drunk. GUIping diwn can after can, he would continue

I until he passed out. Usually someone would take-him
home. In fact, he expected it.

Alice never passed out. She just became belligerent
and 'Wanted to argue or fight. And usually without goOd
cause. This 'party was no ,exception..The trouble started
when David staggered into Alice and spilled her drink.
Alice became furious. Sarah, Judy, and James were
munching on snacks when Alice threw her beer can. At
the same time, David becarne sick. Everyone scattered.
James shuttled the kicking end screaming Alice out of
the room.

Scene 3
. .

Upon returning, Ady, choosing her words carefully,
said, "Since I' rarely drink, and then only on special
occasions, I am going to pioclaim tonight a special
occasion.' Both Wanda and Howard were in the group
which gathered around Judy. The more they sang, told-
jokes, and drank, the more comfortable-Judy felt. Other
than Molly, who was too busy talking, everyone was
enjoying each other's"company. Hclward, who world not
drink for any reason, nudged Wanda to find out if any-
body noticed that he wasn't drinking.

Scene 0 . . .

AliceA hush fell over the room when Jaynes and l

returned, James br ke the long momentof silence by
exclaiming, "Everything's fine." Alice, with a sheepish

t
grin, explained, "My head's beck on straight. Nomore

'fighting . . . tonight. Besides, drinking is more fun."
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Closing

In a few momegrs, everything was back to normal.
Molly was tryirsatii be the "life of the party ;" David was
sieeping it off, Alice was chugging down "her share."
Sarah, and Judy,.were singing to the music of James'
guitar. And Wanda Was reassuring Howard, "You don't
have to drink to have a good titre."

K

Questions

Scene 1

1. What were the indicators that people would get .

'drunk1 .

2. N you think Molly realized that she was pressuring
Sarah so drink?

3. Can you think, of any reasons why Sarah doesn't
drink?

4. Did Sarah do or say anything_to contribute to a
friend's drinkin§?

5. What glues do you have that Alice is going to drink
too much? a

Scene 2

1. How do you feel about David?

2. About 'how many drinks o Vou think' David has
had? , .

3. Should Da,d's friends concentrate on his drinking
too much or on helping him after he passes out?
Why?

4. How do you think Alice would respond if you told
her /to drink less? How would you handle her
response?

Scene 3

1. Why did Judy decide to drink? Was there pressure
to drink?

2. Should someone say something to Judy about
drinking too Much? why?

31. Could you rely on Molly to help you out-if you
needed it? Why or why not?

4. Does Howard feel pressure to drink? Do you think
Howard would take a drink if someone offerecrif?
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Scene 4.

1. Should Alice take another drink? If you don't think
so, what could be done?

Closing

1. What should the group do about David?

. 2. Should Howard feel uneasy? Why? Why not?

q
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Drinking Games

A

4

Game Names
7

1. Thumper

2. Cardinal Puff

3.' Minister's Wife

4. Chug a Lug

, 5. Beer Game

6. Buzz Buzz

7. Shotgun

8. Ha Ha

9. Pass-but

4

,

,
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What's Your Plan?

The Situation,

. (If
Greg is in his first year at college.uWhile hpme fo,

the Christmas "holidays, he decided ,to get the old gang
together and have a party. _Between what his folks are

/
.

willing tq kick in and what he had saved, he'd be able to
provide everythingfood and booze.

Two days refore the party, was'to crime off, there
was an automobile accident upstate in which two teen--
agers were killed. They had been to a party and the

river had gotten drunk. .

Greg's folk,/ were all set to call off the party. Greg
said that was sMy, there had been parties all over the
state that had not resulted' in auto accidents. His folks,
relented and said he could have the party it he could
come up with some kind of plan for controlling things.
He would have to .convince them that no one would
drive drunk or ride away with a drunk.

Here are Greg's problems

Big Problems

Tank Richardson got his name from hit capacity. He
could be counted on to drink everything in sight. He has

,a rebuilt '55 T-bird that is his constant companion. No
onebut no oneis allowed to lay a hand on the wheel.

Rob Sanford drinks whiskeystraight froha the
bottleuntil it's gone. He gets really nasty when you try
to get the bottle or the car keys awaytrom him. About
the only one who can get through to him when he's
smashed is Teresa. Anaven she got bounced around
once when she tried to INEp him.from driving.

Smaller Problems

Bob, Pete, Randy, and Tom call themselves the
"fearsome foursome." They go to college in town and
stick together all year round. They are petty reasonable
guys, but none of them will be "feeling any paire' when
the, party is over. . ,

Sally lives out in the "boonies." Her brother is
coming to town rn the afternoon and has agreed to drop
her,off at Jean's house. He'll pick her up again after his
party is over. This bothers Greg since Sally's brother is
said to have a drinking problem.

Arnie and Joyce, Mike and Gloria, and the three
girls from the Pep Squad will bedrinking. However, they
are pretty sensible and won't get too bent out of shape.
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No Problem

Brian, Steve, and George_ are out for freshman
basketbet1 and won't'be drinking.
. Wilma, Jean, and Kay don't drink either Either

Wilma or Jean will probably driver
Dick probably will drink himself into a stupor again.

However, he had his license ,suspended and won't be
driving.

The Plan
I

There's the cast of characters. What would you do if
you were in Greg's shoes?

Analysis

The plans offered by, students should be studied for
these elements. .

Tank Richardson obviously won't let anyone drive
his car.The best chancels to get one of the girls (Wilma,
Jean, Kay) or one- of the guys he might respect, (e.g., .

Brian) to agree ahead,o1.time to offer him a ride hdrne.'._
If nothing else works, his car can bedisabled:

The key to Rob Sanford is Teresa. Perhaps while he
is still sober, she can get him to agree to let her drill or
for both of them to;ride with someone else. Eli% 4uilt
over previous behavior might be used for leverage. In .
any,case, Teresa should agree beforehand not to ride
home with Rob if he gets drunk. That's about as far as
she dares to

Bob, Pete; Randy, and Tom are logical contenders
for a "buddy system." Since they're together alt,,year
long, there's plenty of time for mutual reciprocation.
The fact that they are "reasonable" guys suggests that
they would be amenable to such a system, particularly if
it were a condition for the party.

Sally should stay at Jean's house rather than ride .
with her brother."She can go home the next day. If she
hal,to get home that night, and no one* else can drive
her, perhaps Greg can.

Arnie, Joycet:Mike, Gloria, anti the three girls in the
*Pep Squad maybe handled by exercising control/over
their drinking and delayingthe* driving. The three

r
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girls from the Pep Squad might be interested in riding
with Brian, Steve ajid George.

. Brian, Steve, and George are probably held in
relatively high esteem and are good bets to tielp Greg
xith enforcement of his plan.

Bah ,Wilma and Jean.obvidusly have "wheels:' anal
could, be pressed into se1vice.

Since Dick won't be driving to the party, he won't
be tempted to arivelhome. It's important thwveryone
know that his license is suspended; so no one will be
attempted to loan him the use of their car.

Categories

Transportation for known "heavy drinkers"

Estabaed level of impairment to Avent driving

identified how drinking drivers will be approache
tt

Identified who would aproach drinking drivel al

Transportation for those who dri e to party but "slip- 4

. 4

iTransportatics for, passenge 'of drivers who "slip- .
..

.... V.
Overnighlt trrangements

k
, .-

r1

Conditions under which someone will be prevented
/. from driving. I

A. , . 1

$

$,

Means for actual preventing., someone from driving

.;`
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